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                            Delineation of characters 

Hugo Hugo is the main character: His wife, Lindsey was murdered in 

their house some six months in the past by an unknown person. 

Hugo claims to have no recollection of his whereabouts on the day 

of the murder. He believes he is suffering from acute Amnesia as he 

has regular occasions when he is unable to recall his movements. 

Close associates believe his problem lie with the existence of a 

foreboding ambience and abiding atmosphere of repressed violence 

that resonates throughout the house as a manifestation of the past 

horrors that have occurred there.  

Jane Hugo’s cousin: She is concerned about Hugo’s change of character 

to the extent that she feels compelled to report his apparent mental 

failings to the Social Services. 

Joe He is an ‘Odd Job Man’ who regularly helps out Hugo with many 

small tasks.  (50 plus) 

Reet ‘Reet’ is much younger than Joe but she occasionally assists Joe 

with his duties.   (18-24) 

Connie Hugo’s  housekeeper. She has the ‘common’ touch and talks to 

Hugo as a matriarchal figure rather than the employee that she 

actually is.   (Over 40) 

Dorkin A mysterious figure who flits in and out of the proceedings. His 

mission is to put right an unjust situation from the past. He claims to 

have certain powers of exorcising evil spirits. Dorkin’s character 



and mannerisms are of an extreme nature. A good role for someone 

who can ‘over-act’ (Panto-like) the part. Oddly dressed.  (Over 45) 

Bobby A dramatic role as the character is normally a suave, smooth, 

confident type but it transpires that he has a darker vindictive side to 

him with is revealed towards the end of the play.     (30 ish) 

Dawn Confident assured Social Services officer who is making a home-

check on Hugo to assess his mental condition. 

Jennie Dawn’s assistant in this mission. 

Helen Zealous journalist who visits the premises in order to write an 

article and to attempt to uncover a suspect for a ‘cold case’ of 

murder involving the death of Hugo’s wife. 

Sophie Ambitious journalist assistant to Helen: Her probing questioning of 

the characters uncovers vital new evidence in the murder case. 

 Lindsey   Peripheral figure but essential to the plot: She is the ghost of 

Hugo’s wife, appearing twice but only has a handful of words to 

utter.  (Plus a scream).                                            

(No specific age for most of the characters) 

Only essential props items would be the various paraphernalia items that 

Dorkin handles in preparation for the exorcism scenes … Roses, candles, 

sacks that hold sage etc.  

One easy chair and one settee are the only basic pieces of furniture required.                                          
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                                            SYNOPSIS    

Hugo Charteris lives alone in a cottage that holds a very bleak history of 

violence. One murder took place ninety years in the past but only six months 

back, Hugo’s wife was murdered in a bedroom of the same dwelling place. At 

the commencement of this play, no one had yet been charged with the murder. 

For a considerable time, Hugo had been considered to be the principal suspect 

in this crime. Suspicion was not allayed by Hugo’s insistence that he’d been 

unable to remember what happened on the day of the murder. Eventually, 

Hugo’s friend, Doctor Bobby Maynard came forward to provide a convincing 

alibi for Hugo which covered the date and time of the murder.  After this, the 

police continued to be unable to solve the murder. Hugo has complained of 

having worrying bouts of Amnesia and his close associates have also detected 

a major change in Hugo’s personality which includes serious changes in his 

manner which involves mental lapses into the past and a tendency to drift into 

historical orations. Eventually, an odd eccentric character drops in and offers 

to evict the house-ghost which is thought by many to be the basis for Hugo’s 

present state of mental malfunctioning.                                PEB 
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                                    Haunted House                                           1 

(Joe and his assistant Reet are carrying furniture that had been under examination by 

detectives back into the cottage following the murder investigation into the death of 

Lindsey Charteris some six months past. It is late morning. Hugo, now the sole 

householder is … off stage, still in bed). 

Time: The present. Month April.                    

Joe (Carrying a sofa between himself and Reet) Down here Reet. Oh, my back’s 

giving way. (The sofa is now lowered onto the floor) Right, that’s it; All the 

furniture’s now back in place. Thank Gawd for that. I reckon we can knock 

off early now. 

(Joe and Reet decide to take a breather; Both sitting in the sofa they’ve just 

brought in) 

Reet  Phew, that was ‘ard Joe. Where’s the lord and master of the ‘ouse then? 

Joe  Oh, he’s still up there in bed… I think he’s um …. In a bit of a bad way. 

Reet Well, from what you told me. It sounds like ‘e’s gone a bit loopy. 

Joe Yeah; I don’t reckon he’ll ever be the same again … ‘cos you realise, this is 

where the er … you know … happened. 

Reet  (Appearing wide eyed) What, where ‘e’s wife was done in? 

Joe  Oh yeah, first she was stabbed up in there in the bedroom. That’s where it all 

kicked-off. Then apparently, there was a further attack on the stairs and finally, 

they found her right there on the floor ………Really messy ….. (Pause) …Right 

where your feet are. 

Reet  (Hastily lifting her feet) What! ….Ooh …Oh Gawd …. ‘Orrible. 

Joe The Old Bill’ve been going through all this furniture with a fine tooth comb 

looking for clues but the bloke who done it must’ve cleaned up this room 

pretty good. 

Reet Couldn’t they find anything then? 

Joe All they found in this sofa was a TV remote control, a couple of Wine Gums 

and about three pounds seventy in loose change. 

Reet  So ‘e’s got away with it then? 



Joe  Well, for now … I ‘spose  ’e ‘as … But somebody must know something. 

Reet  Not the high and mighty Mr Hugo Charteris …’im Upstairs.   

Joe  No, these days, he has a job even remembering his own name. 

Reet  What, ‘as ‘e totally lost it? 

Joe No, I reckon he’s on the bottle. It’s the same every day. You can’t get a 

decent answer out of him …. Ssshhh, I think he’s coming. 

 (Hugo stumbles into the room like a man in a dream) 

Hugo         (Simply stares at the two workers)  Oh.  

Joe  Mr Charteris, we’ve brought in all the stuff that was in police storage. 

  (Hugo doesn’t reply but tacitly takes in this remark) 

Joe  There’s nothing more to come so we’ll be popping off now. 

  (Joe and Reet get to their feet) 

Joe  I’ve left an invoice for you on the kitchen table. I’ll see you later then. 

(Hugh just nods in acknowledgement. Joe and Reet exit, exchanging 

disparaging glances) 

Reet  (As they exit) E’s a real chatterbox, aint ‘e? 

(Joe and Reet exit. Hugo staggers to the sofa and allows himself to fall into 

it. Within seconds, the front door opens and Jane lets herself in) 

(Jane brightly walks over to where Hugo is sitting with his eyes closed. She 

looks at Hugo from about six inches from his face) 

Jane  Wakey wakey, rise and shine. 

Hugo  (Opening one eye, utters barely discernable)  Oohh. 

Jane  (Firmly) Hugo … Wake up. 

Hugo  Oh …Jane ……it’s you (eventually, blearily)  You O.K.? 

Jane Yes I’m fine thank you Hugo (Now looking intently into Hugo’s face) But if 

you don’t mind me saying, you look…… 

Hugo A wreck? 



Jane That wasn’t what I was going to say … but it’s close enough. 

Hugo  You’re right. I didn’t get much sleep at all last night.                               3 

Jane Oh dear: What caused that then? A problem on your mind? I’ll plump for a 

guilty conscience; That’s always got to be a firm favourite.  

Hugo  No, nothing at all like that. 

Jane  Surprising …So just a one-off? 

Hugo No, it’s getting pretty regular these days; Almost daily … kinda freaky…  

I’m not sure I’m awake even now. 

Jane Would it help if I gave you a slap? 

Hugo I don’t think so. 

Jane So you’ve had a rough night? 

Hugo A rough night‘s an understatement … It was a nightmare … It was quite 

literally a nightmare. 

Jane It seems like you’re still living it. 

Hugo I am … (falters) ….  And I’ve got problems with this.  

Jane Really? 

 Hugo Yeah, it’s really troubling.  

Jane I’ve heard you haven’t been working lately. So what’s bothering you? 

Hugo I’m not sure … but things are getting to me … I mean, yesterday, I went to 

bed around midnight…. 

Jane  Nice and early then. 

 Hugo Yeah but that’s when everything kicked off. My mind was all over the place. 

Thoughts of the murders that have happened here …You know … Horrible 

visions were flooding into my head.  

Jane You’re still having those nightmares? 

Hugo Yes, I am, constantly … but strangely, I couldn’t even be sure whether these 

are dreams or reality … You know the feeling? … Anyway, something 

definitely’s getting to me … 

Jane   How many bottles of Chateauneuf du pap did you put away last night? 



Hugo No … No, it’s nothing like that. I didn’t have one single drink last night… 

Gospel. It was just …These weird feelings. I don’t know what’s happening 

to me lately. I just can’t seem to function properly at all. 

Jane Well it’s not caused through overwork. You haven’t written a page for your 

editor for weeks. 

Hugo I don’t know what it is. It seems like I’m living in a fantasy world. I know 

I’m here and you’re there … but I can’t help but feel I’m only existing …. in 

some kind of illusory state…. At first it’s exciting and exotic ….yet at the 

same time, it’s pretty painful. 

Jane And now you’re fully awake and you see me, your devoted but platonic 

cousin standing before you and now it’s shattered all those exotic thoughts. 

Hugo         Well, you’ve brought me back to earth for the moment … but it feels like 

I’ve been in both Heaven and Hell; I suppose like some sort of surreal drug 

experience. 

Jane I wouldn’t know, Hugo. 

Hugo And neither would I! You know me with any sort of medication; I won’t 

even touch a Paracetamol …Let alone (unsaid) …But I’ve felt like I’ve been 

through an out of body experience. I was living the part and yet I was able to 

peer down and witness my actions from above… Extraordinary …Weird … 

And compelling. 

Jane Yeah, but dreams are always a bit outlandish. 

Hugo I accept that … but I felt that these are almost … I know you won’t have this 

but … I’d consider … life-changing. 

Jane (Refusing to take Hugo seriously) Life-changing? What, just from a dream! I 

don’t believe it. In what way could it possibly make you change your life? 

Hugo I don’t know … do something different. 

 Jane  It hasn’t persuaded you to ‘Go green’ or something; Or, you could swap 

your BMW for a bicycle  … or hey, maybe becoming an Anti-Vaxxer  … 

that would be novel. 

Hugo (Still in a daze and shaking his head) No no Jane…You don’t get it. Listen, 

I’m serious: Deadly serious. I’m not sure what’s happening to me. I thought 

you’d understand. This has been happening constantly. All I know is that it’s 

as if, like …. I’ve been taken-over. 

Jane That sounds really creepy, Hugo.    



 Hugo Yes, lately, I’ve been guided to do certain things that wouldn’t normally be 

in my nature to even countenance.  

Jane You mean, like remembering my birthday? 

Hugo Jane, listen ….  It’s these messages … They keep coming to me and I can’t 

ignore them.  

Jane You’ve got a mind of your own Hugo. 

Hugo  (Looks blankly at Jane before uttering) I feel I don’t have a choice. 

Jane (Jumping back) You’re bloody serious aren’t you?  These stupid dreams 

have really got to you … haven’t they? 

Hugo Maybe … But I’m still balanced and rational. 

Jane No you’re not Hugo. Just lately, you’ve become bloody unbalanced and 

bloody irrational. 

 Hugo  I know what I’m doing. I could easily break away from this thing.  

Jane No, not when it’s got a complete hold on you.      

Hugo I know what you’re thinking, Jane. It’s not like me to feel this way … but I 

want to see this thing through. I feel its power. I can’t just cast it to one side.  

Jane You’ve never been happy since you moved into this house, have you? 

Hugo Jane, it has nothing to do with the house. 

Jane What? …But you keep on about strange footsteps you hear in the night, 

doors that seemingly open as though they have a will of their own. The 

lights randomly come off and on; There’s been a whole chapter of 

unexplained happenings ever since you moved back in four months ago; 

You know that. 

Hugo Ah, but there’s always a balanced explanation for everything that happens 

here. I’ve never given credence to any of that puerile poltergeist stuff. That’s 

for naive and simple minded folk. 

Jane Even so, since you’ve returned here you haven’t been the same. There’s 

been a distinctive change in your mood. Why don’t you admit it? I’ve 

noticed it. Others have noticed it too. 

Hugo Hu! (Scoffs) Others I presume being your enchanting mother and my utterly 

nosy neighbours. God help us all. But the house is merely bricks and mortar. 



It has no influence on me in the slightest. If you give in to that unearthly 

type of gibberish, it could end up sending you cuckoo. 

Jane But don’t you feel its sombre atmosphere here … The moody undercurrent 

of threat and fear. It’s as though the house is gripped with a memory of its 

past horrors. I don’t know why you don’t just move out of this place. Cut 

your losses and get something modern. You don’t have to be living out here 

in the wilds. 

Hugo Jane … This is my dream home. I accept it’s remote and quiet … but it’s a 

perfect place for me to work in. I admit it can feel a bit forbidding at times 

but that’s as far as it goes  

Jane So … You don’t believe in the supernatural, yet here you are …A couple of 

weird dreams and off you go on some ritual that might just as likely’ve been 

the product of some eccentric thought that’s sprung out of your own head. 

Hugo No Jane. 

Jane But that’s precisely what dreams are, a jumbled concoction of your own 

unrelated thoughts … Why are you treating this so seriously? 

Hugo Maybe it’s an unconscious conviction driving me on; An unfulfilled 

opportunity maybe … or even a forewarning of menace that I’ve neglected 

in the past. I feel a desperate need to change my life. 

Jane All right … So this ‘New Life’ that you’re bent on pursuing, am I permitted 

to be a confidant to these plans? 

Hugo I can only tell you of my basic conviction. 

Jane O.K. so haven’t you at least got an initial strategy? 

Hugo Not really … It’s just love, freedom, comfort and …… (He searches for 

another word but simply opens his arms blankly) 

Jane I’m all for that…Aren’t we all?  But these things usually come at a price. 

Hugo I disagree … but I take your point … By the way, do you fancy a cup of tea? 

I’ve become such a tea addict lately …up to eight cups a day … Don’t know 

why. 

Jane No thanks Hugo. I’ve got to be popping along in a moment. 

Hugo Oh shame. 



Jane But I was wondering … This new regime you’re going to follow …While 

you’re wallowing in this blissful state of Nirvana, there’ll be nobody around 

in the case of an emergency. Are you sure you’re going to be all right? 

Hugo Of course I’ll be all right. I’m not a child. 

Jane Well, judging by the state you’re in, I’m not certain that you will be all right. 

Hugo (Studying the words) Will be all right …. (He then appears to fall into       

some form of trance) 

Jane Hugo? 

Hugo Be all right … Be all right (Suddenly changes his tone) I’ll be all right … I’ll 

be safe. (Now pointing his finger at Jane) Safe, when I shut the door to my 

house and raise up a barrier, beyond which nothing adverse may pass. 

Jane (Stepping back slightly) Hello?  Hugo! What are you ……(Unfinished)  …. 

What kind of talk is that?  You’re losing it Hugo. You’re sick … You’re 

mentally sick. 

Hugo (Continuing in bygone mode) A malady? How so? When the strokes of 

malice cannot follow me … nor when the shafts of envy fail to strike me. 

Jane Stop this nonsense talk Hugo. Stop it for God’s sake. You’re talking 

complete gibberish! 

Hugo (Starting to stand up) Maiden, let no destructive force nor rapacious 

plunderer impose upon this dwelling place. 

Jane Good God, I’m getting out of here Hugo. You’re bloody weird. You damn 

well need help. I tell you, I’m calling the Social Services immediately. Do 

you hear? I’m not leaving you to be alone in this state. 

Hugo  Begone maiden! 

 (Jane hurries towards the front door. She turns to deliver a final volley to Hugo) 

Jane My God! I’m frightened of you Hugo; Something bad and wicked is 

happening in here… Right here in this house. It’s consuming you. You’re 

damned evil. I’m… I’m going. 

(Jane exits hurriedly. Hugo slumps back in his seat with his head in his 

hands … eventually he rallies. He has a wild look on his face before 

stomping round the room as though he was looking for something) 

(After a short period, a female voice can be heard from outside) 



Connie Hugo … Hugo ……. Are you there? 

 (Hugo doesn’t respond … instead he returns to his original seat) 

Connie (Still outside)  Mr Charteris … Where are you? I’m coming in. 

  (Connie enters) 

      (Hugo just stares at Connie)                          

Connie Hugo, I’ve just seen your cousin Jane outside. She’s very worried. She says 

you’re not well. 

Hugo (Now calmer) A good woman should make many a rugged path in life seem 

smooth… Don’t you think? 

Connie What in heaven’s name are you on about? It sounds as though you’ve got 

some form of fever.  (She puts her hand on Hugo’s head to test his 

temperature) Here, let me straighten you up. You look all untidy in that 

chair. 

(Connie sets about positioning Hugo more neatly in the chair. She does up a 

top button  on his shirt and turns his collar down) 

Connie There, that’s better. You look more presentable now. 

Hugo (Softly moaning …Then examining Connie through squinting eyes) Oh 

Connie, it’s you. 

Connie Yes it’s me, Connie … your hired housekeeper… remember now? Are you 

back with us?  

Hugo I must have dozed off. When did you get here? 

Connie (Splutters) For Gawd’s sake … just two minutes ago. I’m here to do two 

hours of housework and to get my pay for last Friday … cos’ you still owe 

me for last week, yer know, 

Hugo Of course, yes. 

Connie So what was all that gobbledygook you were just spouting out. Jane was 

very concerned about you.  

Hugo  Jane? … Oh Jane … Has she gone? 

Connie Has she gone?  She just rushed past me and she was frightened out of her 

bloomin’wits. What have you been saying to her? 



Hugo (In confused tone) I don’t remember anything. No, that’s funny, but I really 

can’t remember that. 

Connie (Suspiciously) Here … Have you been drinking, Mr Chateris? I know it’s 

none of my business but if you’re beginning to lose your senses like this, 

that liquor can’t be doing you any good at all. 

Hugo It’s all right Connie. I haven’t been hitting the bottle, honestly.               

Connie Well what was all that stuff you were rabbiting about when I came in, ‘A 

good woman’ and what was it, something about ‘a rugged path’? 

Hugo What stuff? 

Connie To me, just then. You said it to me, clear as a bell… bloomin’ rubbish talk. 

Hugo I’m sorry … I’m … 

Connie And you said things to Jane as well. She said it sounded … sort of olde 

worlde stuff, you know, just before I came in; Surely you must remember. 

Hugo Connie, I simply don’t remember; Not a thing. I’ve really got to get myself 

sorted out. 

Connie You’re dead right, D’yer want me to make you an appointment with Doctor 

Farren? 

Hugo No, no … I appreciate your concern Connie … but please leave it to me; I’ll 

handle it. 

Connie Well if you’re sure I can’t help you, I’ll be getting on with that kitchen. It 

looks like a bomb’s hit it back there. 

Hugo O.K. … fine Connie. I’ll get your wages. Oh, by the way Connie … Can I 

ask you something? 

Connie Of course you can. 

Hugo It’s about this house … Connie, I’d really like your opinion …. Tell me 

honestly, do you think there’s something about it … I mean, do you think it 

could be …. haunted? 

Connie Haunted? Oh, I’m not sure Mr Charteris. I’m only here for six hours a week. 

But I’ve got to say …It’s just that … there’s horrors connected to this place 

… You must appreciate that. There was that terrible murder committed 

upstairs here back in the nineteen thirties. I mean that was bad enough …. 



And then of course, when you had that horrible tragedy happening upstairs 

last year. (Recoils) Ugh … It doesn’t help when you’re here on your own 

and your imagination starts to wander… You know what I mean? 

Hugo I understand what you’re saying Connie. It makes you reflect on those past 

odious crimes. That’s perfectly natural.  

Connie And of course, I wouldn’t venture into your bedroom upstairs. …You know 

…where your good lady met her fate. It’s just … well. (shakes her head in 

revulsion) 

Hugo What is it? 

Connie      I … I sometimes hear …. things. 

Hugo Yes; What do you hear Connie? 

Connie A sort of … knocking … And once, I’m sure I’ve heard  … well, it sounded 

like a scream. 

Hugo Yes I realise the affect that room can have on one’s imagination . I’m still 

reconciling myself with its recent history…. But perhaps more pertinently, 

do you feel that this place affects your mind … you know …. Your thinking 

ability to any extent while you’re in here?  

Connie No I don’t… but I think it’s affected you. 

Hugo Well, you’ve known me a long time, Connie. Do you really think I’ve 

changed since I moved back here? 

Connie I don’t really think it’s for me to say Mr C. 

Hugo Nevertheless, I’d like to hear your comments … even if they’re hurtful. 

Connie You want the truth? 

Hugo Certainly. 

Connie All right: Yes, you have changed. I never know what mood or state I’m 

going to find you in these days… Truly … You were always so calm and 

dependable … but now … well no one knows from one day to the next … 

Hugo Right … All right. I did ask. 

Connie And if you don’t mind me saying, all the while you lounge around in this 

depressing graveyard of a place, I don’t think you’re ever goin’ to get any 

peace of mind here. 



Hugo I concede I’ve been neglecting my work lately but I’ve never believed that 

the house or its history have had any bearing on my mental functioning 

whatsoever. 

Connie But why don’t you face up to it? This property‘s jinxed.  There’s two brutal 

murders carried out in this same house. That one nearly a century ago was 

dreadful …; And it’s given this place bad vibrations ever since… But the 

most recent one, what happened to poor Lindsey, your good lady wife for 

goodness sake, that was …ugh …that was sickening. 

Hugo I agree. It’s a dreadful coincidence. 

Connie But Lindsey was stabbed to death, poor girl …. And that murderer is still out 

there; That’s a mystery that’s never been explained … but to you, life goes 

on exactly as though nothing at all has happened here. 

Hugo That’s not true. 

Connie  But you seem to have pushed that to the back of your mind. 

Hugo You couldn’t be further from the truth Connie. I haven’t done that at all. In 

fact I think of nothing else. 

Connie Lindsey always said this house had a ‘death rattle’; Doors and floorboards 

creaking and moaning with every step. After you left, Lindsey hated being 

here on her own… Hated it …what with its ‘orrible memories…. And since 

then, it’s got even worse. 

Hugo Connie, I’ll never leave here until I find out why my wife was murdered. 

That’s become my mission in life. That’s what I’m always praying for.    

Connie Well let’s hope you have better luck than the police did. 

Hugo All I can do, is be hopeful that this house will somehow reveal to me the 

events that led up to that fateful day last September. 

Connie Well if anything, it seems to be turning you into a mental case. 

Hugo (With irony) Thank you for that concise summary Connie. 

Connie Well, you wanted to know, Mr C.  I’ll be getting back to me kitchen then. 

Hugo O.K. Connie … Oh and thanks for your comments. 

Connie Not that you’ll pay any bloody attention to them. 

 (Connie exits. Hugo looks amused. He speaks to himself) 



Hugo I’d better get her wages then. 

 (Hugo exits … Within seconds, Connie re-enters looking for Hugo) 

Connie Now where’s he gone? 

 ( Connie hears a far-off cry from somewhere within the house) 

The voice (Female) Help me … Help me. 

Connie Bloody Hell … What’s that? 

 (Connie ‘freezes’.There is a loud knock at the front door.) 

Connie (Tentatively)  Who’s there? 

   (Nobody answers and the knock is then repeated. Eventually Connie 

nervously answers the door to Dorkin. Dorkin is carrying a bag containing 

various items). 

Connie I thought I heard a woman’s voice out here. 

Dorkin No, just me, lady. 

Connie Yes, what do you want?                     12 

Dorkin I’ve come to see Mr Charteris. It’s about the ‘ouse. 

Connie He was here a moment ago. Did he know you were coming? 

Dorkin Er… not exactly… But I think I can ‘elp ‘im. 

Connie You’d better wait here. I’ll see if I can find him. 

Dorkin Yes, you’d better do that. 

Connie Have you got a card or something. 

Dorkin Oh yes yes … I’ve always got a card with me…(Which he produces) Dorkin 

Elsworth …  

Connie (Reading the card) Exorcism Home Specialist? 

Dorkin Yes, that’s what I do. 

Connie Who told you to come here then? I don’t think Mr Charteris will be very 

interested. 

Dorkin Oh I just ‘eard that he was in need … and in such cases, I always likes to 

help out. 



Connie Wait here. 

 (Connie again exits. Dorkin opens his bag on the floor and takes out white 

candles and white roses and begins to distribute these round the room) 

 (Connie soon returns) 

Connie He’s in the garden at the moment. (Then looking at the items) ‘Ere … What 

are you doing with those? 

Dorkin Ah, the candles are there (He points) to absorb all the negative energy in this 

room and the roses, they’re there to suck out any psychic activity that’s 

around the ‘ouse. 

Connie You just can’t come in here and plant these things down without getting 

permission. Mr Charteris will have a fit when he sees these here. (Picking up 

the roses) Here, take these things away. 

Dorkin (Stops Connie with a commanding statement) Stop! There is a presence in 

this room. I can feel it.  (He whirls around transfixed) 

 (Connie simply gawps in wonderment at Dorkin) 

Dorkin It’s coming from every corner. There’s the stench of evil filtering              

throughout this building. This room is the setting of great unhappiness and 

…. (He peers around) unfulfilled justice…. (Suddenly pointing to the 

floor)There’s been a crime committed here… Right here. 

Connie (Not impressed) Well it’s no secret that two people have been murdered in 

this house. It’s been in all the blessed papers. 

Dorkin Madam, I don’t need that information. The foreboding atmosphere here is all 

consuming and indicates that the evil is not completed. An overwhelming 

harbinger of a malicious intention yet to strike again …. is in occupancy. 

Connie (Rubbing her hands) Oh Mr Elsworth, can you feel it? It’s suddenly got very 

cold in here. 

Dorkin Yes, this is it! (His finger pointing upwards) My God, this is the opening! 

 (With that, the sounds of screams and far away moaning fill the air. Lights 

go dim and flicker) 

Dorkin Watch out! 



( Connie sinks to her knees. There are sounds of a hurricane wind. She feels 

a force which seems to be pushing her down. As she falls, Connie grabs one 

of Dorkin’s legs for support). 

Connie Mr Elsworth, stop this; Stop this happening! 

Dorkin I wish I could. The spirits are angry. 

Connie I can’t get up. I’m being forced downwards. 

Dorkin (Making weird Mystical signals) We must fight the mighty force of 

corruption and depravity. It must not triumph here. Can you pray? 

Connie All right … All right ….I know The Lord is my Shepherd. 

Dorkin Yes yes … anything. 

Connie (She starts to pray, falteringly) The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want …. 

(Pause) 

Dorkin Keep going lady. Keep going. 

Connie He maketh me to lie down in green pastures . He leadeth me beside the still 

waters. 

Dorkin (Still making his signals) Don’t stop. Don’t stop. 

Connie He restoreth my soul. 

Dorkin It’s fading, lady. It’s fading ………… but keep going.  

Connie That’s all I know.                      

Dorkin Oh Right (Takes it up) He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness.  

 (Suddenly the inside door springs open … While a voice from an unseen 

female within rings out) 

The (Female) Voice   (Shrill and pleading) No! No … Stop … Help !                                                        

Connie Stop it, stop it! Mr Elsworth. 

Dorkin My God it’s a malevolent devil…………… But I think it’s leaving. 

 (The noise and uproar starts to abate) 

Dorkin For his name’s sake…..Amen ….All right, it’s be-calmed, it’s over …It’s 

gone. 



Connie That was shocking … horrible, horrible. 

 Dorkin But it’ll surely strike again. 

Connie You must do something to stop it returning, Mr Elsworth. If you know about 

these things, you must stop it. 

Dorkin Aye lady… I can try. It’s a big job but I feel the presence of pure evil is still 

right here with us; I’m getting a reminder of an awful connection with this 

place; A history of two unmerciful killings for which justice for one is long 

awaited. 

Connie I think you’d better see Mr Charteris about it. 

Dorkin No lady, not today. I need to reconsider the situation. The service I give here 

demands a greater stimulus and needs a mighty retaliatory force to stop this 

little demon. 

Connie Are you dealing with evil spirits? 

 Dorkin Oh yes, we must force this corrupt interloper out and away from this 

dwelling place. Damnation must not prevail here. 

Connie Will you be coming back? 

Dorkin Aye lady. I’ll be back all right; And next time I’ll be prepared. 

Connie Well thank you for coming. I hope you’ll be able to rid this house of its 

troubles. 

Dorkin Yes God willing, goodbye good lady. I Hope to see you again. 

  (Connie appears shaken and touched by the experience. She calls out to 

Hugo) 

Connie Mr Charteris,  Mr Charteris …. Hugo! 

 (Connie now leaves the scene. Dorkin begins to gather up his items.) 

Dorkin (Sings to himself) And I’ll lead you all wherever you may be                                                       

              I am the Lord of the Dance said he   

Dorkin (Dorkin looks around) Not too bad; So far so good. 

 (Dorkin exits). 

 (Connie only briefly leaves the set but she returns immediately with Hugo 

just behind her) 



Connie Mr Elsworth was right here a minute ago. I don’t know who sent him but he 

said he’d be back to get rid of all the evil here. 

Hugo  Connie, you shouldn’t have let him in here … and to let him come out with 

such a load of old tosh? 

Connie But you weren’t here Mr C …. It was like the devil himself was in the room. 

There were awful voices and everything. The room was shaking. 

Hugo (Repeats Connie’s phrase in a doubtful tone) So the room was really 

shaking, was it? I can’t believe you’re saying this Connie. I thought you 

were made of sterner stuff. 

Connie (Demanding) Look Mr Charteris, I know what I saw. I can deal with human 

beings and natural situations … but today, I’ve witnessed unearthly spirits 

right here before me in this blessed living room. 

Hugo Surely there’s got to be some logical explanation for what you experienced. 

Connie Logical explanation! … For all that racket? I’m not stupid, Mr C. So don’t 

tell me I am. You tell me what else it could be… Those noises, those cries. 

I’ll tell you, I can’t take any more of this ‘orrible place. You can get 

someone else in ‘cos I’ve had enough. 

Hugo No no; Why don’t you sit down for a while? I’ll make you a cup of tea. 

Connie No, no I’m not staying here another minute. I need some fresh air. I’m out of 

here. 

 (Connie heads for the door. Hugo tries to head her off) 

Hugo Connie, please don’t rush off. There’s no need to be hasty. 

Connie No, I’ve made up my mind. I’ve got to get out Mr Charteris. This house     

isn’t doing either one of us any good. 

Hugo (Fishing in his pocket and taking out Connie’s wages) Well I hate to see you 

go like this Connie. Here’s your wages and there’s an extra twenty pounds 

for you. I hope you’ll reconsider your decision though. 

Connie Thank you Mr Charteris. You’re a good man. I hope you can deal with all 

the terrible problems in this house… I really do. 

Hugo (Reluctantly) Thanks …Well, goodbye then Connie … and thanks for all 

your hard work. 



Connie Good luck Mr Charteris. 

 (Connie hurries off and exits) 

 (Hugo taps his head in frustration) 

 (There is a ring at the doorbell) 

Hugo Oh what now. 

 (Hugo answers the door to Bobby) 

Bobby Hallo hallo. 

Hugo Bobby! What are you doing here? 

Bobby I thought I’d pop over and run a health-check on you. 

Hugo Come in, sit down. 

 (Bobby and Hugo walk over to the front two chairs and sit down) 

Hugo Surely you haven’t torn yourself away from all your filthy rich patients, 

Doctor Maynard. 

Bobby Yeah it’s quite easy. In times of trouble I just give ‘em all a prescription for 

a Placebo.  

Hugo A placebo? 

Bobby Oh yes, it’s an amazing remedy for curing cases of habitual hypochondria. 

Hugo Goodness, so what really brings you here to my little hamlet and this creepy 

house of horrors that I preside over. 

Bobby Well I wasn’t very far away, with the kids actually and then I ran into your 

dear cousin. 

Hugo  Oh-uh …Don’t tell me … I know; She told you to look in on me, correct?  

Bobby (Non-committal) Well … Maybe … Sort of. 

Hugo  I can well imagine. I think she’s damn well arranging to have me committed. 

Bobby I shouldn’t think that’ll be necessary. You look pretty sane to me … well 

  almost. 

Hugo  (Wryly) Your words are most comforting. 



Bobby Seriously, I can well imagine the problems you’ve had since Lindsey 

departed… That blessed police investigation and the press daily on your 

doorstep. Crikey, we all felt for you there.  

Hugo Yeah. I ought to sue the lot of ‘em. 

Bobby Agh, don’t be too hard on ‘em. They were only doing their job. 

Hugo Yeah but they had me banged up in custody for two days and while I was in 

there, the Red Tops were having a field day. A phalanx of reporters daily 

parked outside my house, digging up my past and interviewing old friends of 

mine, all trying to get them to dish the dirt on me. Ugh … That was 

dreadful. 

Bobby I’ll bet … enough to send anyone crazy. 

Hugo And that’s exactly what Jane thinks has happened to me now. 

Bobby Well you’re still living here in this awful place. 

Hugo It wasn’t my decision. I wanted to sell up. I tried to. I was on to the agents 

daily …but the difficulties of selling an old place like this out in the wilds 

with a morbid history attached to it; It was impossible. 

Bobby A murder ‘hot-spot’ does tend to be a trifle off-putting to potential buyers. 

Hugo Yeah, I knocked the price right down … but obviously living on the sight of 

a couple of gruesome murders has little appeal to the general public. I doubt 

if I could even give it away now … So … here I still am. 

Bobby Maybe you should let it out. You can’t have very happy memories of the 

place. You and Lindsey were frequently at odds with each other here. I bet 

you had many a barney before you finally moved out and left her to it. 

Hugo It’s true enough, we did … but frankly, we did have some good times as 

well … and I have to admit … not long after I left, I immediately started to 

harbour a longing to return to the fold. 

Bobby Now that does surprise me. I thought your unholy union was totally dead  

and buried …  Divorce City just round the corner. 

Hugo Oh, not at all. Lindsey and I had a lot in common. We only fell out over … 

certain areas. 

Bobby I see …One assumes she wasn’t entirely happy about your adulterous 

episodes. 



Hugo Bobby, that’s a bit below the belt; I’ve always been loyal. The only females 

in my life were fairly platonic friendships. 

Bobby (Searchingly) Would that be fairly platonic or completely platonic? 

Hugo Oh come on. There’s always a bit of flirting in relationships; You know that. 

Nothing that’s going to rock the matrimonial boat. 

Bobby Until you’re found out. 

Hugo (Squirming) Bobby, You say that … But I’d say generally, yes … I was 

most devoted and true to Lindsey. 

Bobby So what degree of infidelity did Lindsey find unacceptable? 

Hugo Oh, what is this, Bobby? You’re seven months too late for some sort of 

amateur Relate interrogation. 

Bobby I’m only seeing things from Lindsey’s perspective. 

Hugo (Meaningfully) Well you’ll always do that, won’t you, Bobby? 

Bobby And what precisely is that supposed to mean? 

Hugo Bobby … I know there was something between you two long before I even 

met Lindsey…so why try to hide it … I truly don’t care …  so there’s no 

point in denying it. 

Bobby (Uncomfortably) Yeah … We’ve ... er … never really spoken about this, 

have we? 

Hugo No, but there was some kind of affinity between you two, wasn’t there? 

that’s er … you know, before me and Lindsey …. sort of … you know … 

got together. …I understand you took her out a couple of times. 

Bobby All right..yes, I admit it ... I even took her home to see my folks. They loved    

her. She was friendly, outgoing … very popular with everybody. Yes, I … I 

thought a lot of her. Too bad, eh? 

Hugo So what happened?                         

Bobby (Pause) … You happened. 

Hugo Oh, oh I see. … I’m sorry , erm I never realized it was … er …you know … 

like that.  

Bobby Ah, it was a long time ago Hugo …Just forget it. I’m… I’m well over it. 



Hugo  Still, that was way back then, but how about after I split from Lindsey, you 

know, with me out of the way and with a clear field ahead of you, didn’t it 

cross your mind to perhaps try to re-acquaint yourself with her, so to speak. 

Bobby Oh …Not really …y’know … Once bitten. 

Hugo To be truthful, just before Lindsey was brutally murdered by person or 

persons unknown, I’d been on the brink of trying to smooth things over with 

her. I just hoped that she’d be forgiving about the past. 

Bobby I’m sure she would have been. And as a matter of fact, I won’t deny this, I 

… I did pop in to see her a couple of times after you left. But if I ever 

thought about making a move on her, I could see I’d quickly be rebuffed. 

Hugo That’s candid of you to say that. 

Bobby Yes, she actually said to me, ‘I still love Hugo’. 

Hugo What? … She said that, did she? 

Bobby Yes, she did. 

Hugo You might have mentioned this to me before now. 

Bobby Look, I’m not Mr Cupid. It was up to you to approach her if you still wanted 

her; Not rely on some … messaging service for God’s sake. 

Hugo O.K. Bobby … but I wish I’d known. 

Bobby Yeah (After a pause) Anyway, how are you now? 

Hugo Oh fine … At least I thought I was fine … but in reality, I can’t be. Jane’s 

spoken to you about me, hasn’t she? She believes I’ve got a problem… and 

Mrs. Summerfield’s resigned ‘cos she’s had enough of me… So, yes I’m  

physically O.K. but up here (Pointing to his head) I’ve had it. 

Bobby Being here doesn’t help. 

Hugo You’re right … But do you know what’s my biggest problem? 

Bobby No.                    

Hugo My biggest problem is …. That I can’t convince myself …. that I didn’t 

murder Lindsey. 

Bobby Oh for heaven’s sake Hugo, that’s ridiculous. The coroner said Lindsey was 

killed on the Saturday. You were with me for most of that day and I’ve even 



got the video tape of you arriving at my property and then not leaving until 

the next day. You know that. 

Hugo Yes, I’m aware of all that… but the crucial factor is … I ‘ve no recollection 

of any of that day myself…at all … whatever I was doing. It just keeps 

going over in my mind, could I have I slaughtered my wife in one glorious, 

frenzied moment and then immediately emptied my head of the horror of 

it… I mean, just thinking of the trauma and butchery of that heinous 

act…that alone is sending me damned crazy.  

Bobby The police examined every scrap of evidence. 

Hugo Yes, they really had it in for me. They had me in front of the cameras 

appealing for witnesses and allowing the Press guys to pester me and my 

relations. 

Bobby I well remember. 

Hugo To everybody’s observation, I was the culprit; The nearest person to her, 

evicted from the matrimonial home and holding an almost unquestionable 

revenge motive. I was certainly the bookie’s favourite for the crime. 

Bobby Oh definitely; It’s always the husband, the ex-husband or the step-father, 

isn’t it? And in a motiveless crime with nothing stolen from the house and 

no sexual assault… it just had to be you, the ex-husband, didn’t it? 

Hugo Did you think so? 

Bobby No. I knew you couldn’t have carried out such a despicable act. 

Hugo But you didn’t come forward straightaway with your witness statement. 

Bobby Yeah, I’m sorry … but then I was unaware of the timing of the murder.   

Initially, I thought you’d easily be able to account for your whereabouts on 

that Saturday but when you didn’t, well naturally, I contacted the police 

immediately. 

Hugo Yes I was utterly relieved when you did… because all I’d been doing up to 

that point was denying and denying any involvement but I couldn’t give 

them a single hint about my actions at that time. 

Bobby I was certainly pleased that I could help…. But I’m still not certain why you 

couldn’t remember? A substantial relevant period of time … completely 

blotted out from your memory … Mighty strange Hugo? 



Hugo I’m still trying to come to terms with that. 

Bobby I mean you were there in my home for most of the day. It’s imbedded in my 

memory … almost hour by hour. You know, we walked to the pub and after 

that, we stopped off at Ladbroke’s betting shop ….Don’t you remember any 

of that? 

Hugo No, not a damn thing. 

Bobby Then in the afternoon, there was racing on the TV when we watched all our 

horses getting soundly beaten … One after the other … Isn’t that coming 

back? 

Hugo ‘Fraid not. 

Bobby I’ve still got your betting slips … even though the horses all lost. It’s just as 

well I did. 

Hugo Well, it proved I was there … but I don’t remember a damned thing about it. 

Bobby I can’t understand why it’s all just a blur in your head … a miscellany of 

pursuits all lost within that thick fog in your brain. 

Hugo It’s not that I haven’t been racking my mind every day to recall anything of 

that horrible day. It just makes me wonder …. 

Bobby No, better to try not to think of it, mate. The terrible shock of realising what 

happened to Lindsey after the utter trauma of finding her body must clearly 

have had a major neurological effect upon you. 

Hugo (Holding his head in his hands) Bobby, you’ve always been a close mate 

…Tell me honestly…Do you think I’m nuts? 

Bobby (Amused) Nuts? Well …..Let’s just say, eccentric shall we? … (considers) 

Or more aptly… I’d say, a screwball even… …But nuts? Well you haven’t 

frightened me off today, sunshine. I reckon you just need a bit of time to 

recuperate and get over the past. Here, let’s check your pulse. 

 (Bobby takes Hugo’s wrist) 

Hugo (Shutting his eyes and leaning his head back onto the head-rest of the chair) 

Maybe I need to get away for a while (Pause) What do you think? 

 (Bobby doesn’t immediately answer but indicates that he’s still checking 

Hugo’s pulse against the watch on his wrist) 



Bobby Hang on (Eventually) Not a bad idea actually. (Finishes the check) Right 

…Your pulse is a bit on the fast side … over eighty. You certainly should be 

relaxing and taking things easy. 

Hugo (In jest) Thank you doctor. 

Bobby My pleasure; (Jokes) I’ll pop along my Harley Street bill for eighty guineas 

in a few days. 

Hugo You’re too kind … and that would be getting it cheaply…Wouldn’t it? … I 

take it you’re on your way now, Bobby. 

Bobby Yup, the surgery will very shortly be spilling over with the imagined ailment 

mob closely followed by the Botox brigade. I must attend to my flock. 

 (Hugo now reclines and closes his eyes) 

Hugo Can you see yourself out Bobby? 

Bobby Yeah O.K. I think I’ll take the long route back. The Bypass might be a bit 

choked up at this time of the day. 

Hugo (With eyes closed) Yes it’s time we reclaimed the highways. 

Bobby (Quizzically) Reclaimed the highways? 

Hugo Yep, Mr Hoare-Belisha painting all those nasty zig-zag lines on the roads. 

We should have every right to sweep pedestrians off their feet if they should 

so loiter in front of our motor vehicles. 

Bobby (Staring hard at Hugo quizzically) Hoare-Belisha?  (Spaced out) What ..  the   

hell …. (Noticing Hugo’s closed eyes) Mmmm. 

 (Bobby decides to let things lie, then starts to walk off, shaking his head) 

Bobby I’ll leave you in peace old chap. Ta-ta.                                                  

 (Bobby exits … with no response coming from Hugo) 

 (While Hugo reclines in the chair, odd sounds start to fill the air …               

a hubbub of obscure noises. Faraway moaning cries and a morbid but 

compelling undercurrent of music is heard … Solveig’s Song from Pier 

Gynt) 

 (The music fades. Hugo’s eyes flicker open. He starts to sing an old folk-

song in a weird faraway tone) 



Hugo         (Sings an old folk song ‘Now is the month of maying’)                                                                                      

Now is the month of maying  When merry lads are playing                                                                                           

Fa la la la la la la la la                                                                                                                 

Fa la la la la la la                                                                                                                                         

Each with his bonny lass                                                                                                 

Upon the greeny grass                                                                                                            

fa la la la la la Fa la la la la la la la … (he omits the final la ) 

(Hugo becomes distracted by a strange scraping noise that is emitting from 

the area of an upstairs bedroom) 

 Hugo What’s that noise? It’s upstairs! Someone’s in the house! My God,   

  they’re dragging something along the floor. Am I going mad? 

(Hugo moves towards the inner door but is stopped in his tracks by the 

sound of a blood curdling scream…. He falls to his knees in fear before 

hearing a ring tone. Hugo quickly locates his phone and puts it to his ear). 

Hugo Who’s this? …What! …Lindsey! … Lindsey! … It’s you! … You’re alive! 

What? I don’t believe … Where are you? (There is no further contact but 

Hugo persists) Lindsey, don’t go. Please don’t go … (Then in despair) Oh 

Lindsey. Oh my God, Lindsey. (He drops the phone down and weeps into 

his hands)… Lindsey.   (Hugo slumps lifelessly onto the floor) 

 (Suddenly strange music fills the air. Hugo remains slumped on the floor 

and is sobbing. He doesn’t notice the inside door opening, nor does he notice 

the ghostly appearance of Lindsey slowly approaching him. Lindsey stops 

by the immobile figure of Hugo. She stoops down and lightly brushes her 

hand upon his shoulder. She speaks to Hugo). 

Lindsey Listen carefully …Sugar Baby …. Sugar Babe. 

 (Suddenly, Dawn and Jennie appear at the doorway. The ladies walk past   

Lindsey and approach the prone figure of Hugo on the ground. Dawn 

crouches down to speak with Hugo. Lindsey remains in the room but she is 

invisible to the two Social Workers)           

Dawn Mr Charteris? 

Hugo (Peering unsteadily at Dawn) Who the Hell are you?                             

Dawn  I’m Dawn Lodge and this is my colleague, Jenny Teasdale. We’re from the 

Social Services Mental Health Support Team. Your friend let us in with his 

key. Hope you don’t mind us barging in on you. 



Hugo It depends what you want. 

Dawn We understand that there’s an urgent situation prevailing here in this 

property and we’ve come to investigate the matter. 

Hugo Where’s Lindsey? 

Dawn Do you mean your late wife? 

Hugo I thought she was here. 

Dawn No, there’s no one here. 

Hugo I don’t know what’s happening here. 

 (Lindsey silently leaves) 

Jenny Mr Charteris, we’re here to undertake an immediate assessment of the 

mental health and wellbeing of its sole resident here … namely … yourself; 

I presume you are Mr. Hugo Alexandre Charteris? 

Hugo Er …Not today thank you. 

Dawn Are you all right on the floor? 

Hugo Yes, I’m never happier than when I’m horizontally in contact with the floor 

joists. 

Dawn I’m sorry, we have many factors to consider and it’s imperative that this 

assessment is carried out promptly… And we’re going to start it as from this 

precise moment. I trust that’s convenient. 

Hugo What’s the rush? I’m perfectly harmless as a rule .… (He jokes) Of course if 

you discount my occasional irresistible lure for blood-letting. 

Dawn Mr Charteris, I assume that you are the sole householder here at Rectory    

Cottage? 

Hugo Indeed, I admit that I’m the proud householder of this much-sought-after 

des-res ‘House of Horrors’. It’s mine and you’re welcome to it. ( He looks 

confused about the ambiguity of the sentence; Adding) … Very welcome. 

Dawn You should appreciate that our involvement could be for your own       

benefit and … should we detect a need for it, we’ll be ensuring that you 

receive the care and support necessary for your re-habilitation. 



Hugo (Semi- sarcastic) It’s nice to know you care; But in case you’re wondering, 

I’m not some raving, gibbering maniac …(Hugo starts to get up from the 

floor) 

Dawn That may be the case … but whenever we receive a referral, we tend to find 

there’s usually more than a smidgeon of veracity in the allegation. 

Hugo You mean you consider that I’m mad? … Or at least, somebody does. 

Dawn It may sound brutal … but given the evidence, we wouldn’t be here if we 

were wholly confident you were free from a mental handicap and one 

hundred per cent compos mentis. 

Hugo Well I suppose you must do what you have to do. I take it you’ve no 

objection to my remaining here in my own safe and comfortable owner- 

occupied home. 

Dawn No, of course not … That‘s unless we identify grounds for detaining you 

under the Mental Health Act of Nineteen eighty-three. 

Hugo Detaining me? You’d first have to drag me out of my home. 

Dawn We’re always prepared to face that contingency … but before we get to that 

point, I’d prefer you to answer a few questions which should go some way 

towards deciding the issue. 

Hugo I’ve no objection to that. Won’t you take a seat? 

 (All three of them take a seat) 

Dawn Over to you Jenny. 

Jenny Mr Charteris, Do you have a miss-use issue with illegal substances? 

Hugo  (Emphatically) No I do not. 

Jenny Have you recently received an injury to the head? 

Hugo  I don’t think so. 

Jenny (Continuing the sentence) That’s an injury which might have caused a     

destructive element to the brain? 

Hugo Not that I’m aware of. 

Jenny You’re not aware … So you don’t remember? 

Hugo I’m pretty sure I haven’t.                                                                           



Jenny So you’re not completely sure that you haven’t inflicted an injury that could 

have affected your brain? 

Hugo You’re twisting my words. (Tersely) No, I haven’t got brain damage. 

Jenny You were interviewed by the police on the days of Saturday to Sunday on 

the seventh and eighth of October last year. You informed them that you had 

no recollection of your actions and activities on the previous Saturday. Do 

you continue to have a black-out of the events for the whole of that day? 

Hugo It greatly bothers me to say this … but … yes. I can’t recall anything of that 

day or evening …I’m Sorry. 

Jenny I see. Mr Charteris; Now this is important, we have to consider whether … 

by allowing you to reside here, that you are not endangering yourself. 

Hugo I don’t see there’s a problem. 

Jenny All right …Can you tell me what century are we now in? 

Hugo (Smiles, shakes his head and delays replying … until) Are you joking? 

Jenny Just answer Mr Charteris. 

Hugo (With derision) O.K. I’ll take the plunge with … erm … Twenty First? 

Jenny Look, the reason we ask is that recently, you’ve appeared to irrationally 

leap-frog between millenniums. Is it true that you sometimes believe 

yourself to be imbued by the spirit of the convicted murderer who once 

resided here? 

Hugo Oh please! I don’t know who’s said these things …but… This is all twaddle 

…just ridiculous. 

Jenny Next question: Do you drink? … by that I mean alcohol? 

Hugo I suppose I sometimes indulge; (Smiles) On some occasions more than 

others. 

Jenny Do you have family and friends that visit you? 

Hugo Sometimes.                    

Jenny Do you consider that these people could be endangered when they’re here in 

your presence? 

Hugo Oh come on … What, do you think I’m going to attack them or something? 



Jenny All right then …. Would you say it’s safe for; Say, your cousin, Miss Jane 

Fellowes to visit you? 

Hugo My cousin Jane; In life, she’s my favourite person. It’s absurd to think she’s 

in danger when she’s here. 

Jenny All right: And Mrs Connie Summerfield, your house-keeper: Would she be 

in any danger being here in your presence? 

Hugo None whatsoever. 

Jenny They’re not endangered, according to you … yet strangely, presently neither 

seem overly enthused about the prospect of returning to this property … 

while you’re in it. 

Hugo (In anguish) But this is nonsense. 

Dawn I might say, we’ve also spoken very briefly outside with Doctor Robert 

Maynard…. He’s your friend? 

Hugo Yes Bobby. He’s just gone … and they’ve all been here today. 

Dawn  I didn’t get the impression that he entirely supports your supposition that 

you are free from being a risk to others. 

Hugo Oh that’s ridiculous: Bobby? You’ve spoken to Bobby? He’d always back 

me up to the hilt. 

Dawn I might question, ‘To the hilt’; His valuation of your mental health was, and 

here I quote …’Fifty-Fifty’. 

Hugo Bobby said that? That’s impossible. I’m a sane and normal person. I don’t 

represent a threat to any living soul on this planet… Bobby knows that. 

Dawn Yet three of your closest companions have stated that they’re fearful of 

being alone in your presence. 

Hugo That …I don’t understand. 

 Dawn And, I might add; this follows a whole succession of referrals we’ve had 

from embittered tradesmen and neighbours , all of whom allege they’ve been 

summarily ejected from this cottage by you when each and every one had 

thoroughly legitimate business reasons to be here. Doesn’t that at least give 

you food for thought? 

Hugo (Faltering) Yes it does … It does. It’s troubling … and confusing. 



Dawn I think you should seriously consider the option of making a voluntary      

relocation into one of our secure assessment units, Mr Charteris. You 

understand what that would entail? 

Hugo No, I don’t … though I can well imagine. 

Dawn You’d be safe there. 

Hugo Yes, I’ll bet:  I’ll be able to rot away in my own nice little personal          

prison-cell and I’ll be so safe … and henceforward, so will everybody else 

… and the world would be a much better place… with me tucked out of the 

way.  

Jenny In reality, you’ll be well supervised and for a fixed period of only two weeks 

you’ll receive expert care and attention while a full examination of your 

mental state is carried out. 

Hugo O.K. Take me with you. I’m all yours. I really don’t care anymore. 

Jenny If you’re really free to travel, we can collect you later today. Can I report 

that we have your full and final agreement on this arrangement? 

Hugo Yes, I suppose so. 

Jenny And you fully understand the criteria that we have utilized to come to this 

conclusion …That decision being; You are to be assessed at a secure unit 

under Section a hundred and thirty five of the Mental Health Act.? 

Hugo Yes, as I understand it, I can either stay put in this hell-hole as a recluse … 

everyone too frightened to cross my threshold, while I mumble incoherently 

to myself with my mind in a fog half of the time … or I can let your lot of 

psycho-freaks try to unscramble my mind for a fortnight. Either way you 

slice it; I’ve had my chips, haven’t I? 

 (All three get out of their seats)  

Jenny Well Mr Charteris, you’ve made the right decision. I would advise you to 

put a few essentials together and make whatever arrangements you need to 

make to cover your absence from home … and we’ll be popping back in an 

hour to collect you. Is that clear? 

Hugo Very clear. (Bemused) I’ll see you in an hour then. 

Jenny Yes, goodbye Mr Charteris. 

Dawn Yes, see you soon. 



                    (Lights Dim) 

           Same Scene Two Hours later 

     (Jane enters the empty house) 

Jane Hugo! … Hugo! … Are you there?   

 (There is no response as Jane once more calls out)                                

Jane Hugo! ………Hugo!  

                 (As Jane circles the room she utters words to herself)   

Jane Oh God.I hate being in this room: Being alone in this blessed house. Where 

the Hell are you Hugo? Poor Lindsey was attacked up there and her body 

was found right here in this horrible, horrible room. 

(Suddenly, Jane hears music coming from another part of the house 

‘Solveig’s Song’ (Non-vocal) from Pier Gynt)  

Jane  Where’s that coming from? 

 (There is a knock from within the inside door) 

Jane   (Nervously) Who is it? Who’s there?      

 (There is no reply. Then the music ends so Jane repeats) 

Jane Who is it? 

 (Again there is no vocal response but this time the knocking at the door 

becomes heavier and is sounding more demanding) 

(Jane walks slowly and nervously towards the door. Shakily, she begins to 

open the door but there is one fearful female scream that shrieks out from 

the other side. Jane recoils in fear from this horrific sound )      

   Lights Dim 

                   End of Act One 

       Interval  

                                     Second Act     (One week later) 



(Joe and Reet are now preparing to clear the furniture out of the house in 

order to place it temporarily into storage during the period that Hugo is 

absent from home). 

Joe Well Reet, we’ve cleared out the whole house ‘cept this room. I reckon we 

should take a five minute break before we finish off. 

Reet Yeah, let’s take a pew. We’ve got plenty of time. 

 (Both Joe and Reet sit down and relax from their labours)                     

Joe It didn’t take very long. ‘E only had a few things here anyway. 

Reet Where’s all this lot going anyway? 

Joe ‘E wants it all put in storage. This place could be empty for some while. I 

think ‘e‘s worried in case anything gets nicked. 

Reet It’s a shame; He’s got a nice place here. 

Joe I wouldn’t give a thank you for it. 

Reet Why not? It must be worth a few bob. 

Joe Yeah normally… But with all the er … Well, two murders in the same 

‘ouse.  

Reet What happened with the first one? 

Joe Back in nineteen thirty six. A bloke strangled his wife ‘ere. 

Reet What happened to the bloke? 

Joe They hung him. 

Reet So where’s Hugo what’s ‘is name today? 

Joe He’s now banged up in some Council Assessment Unit. I don’t reckon ‘e’ll 

ever come back to live ‘ere. 

Reet  Poor bugger. 

Joe Anyway Reet, while we’re waiting, I’ll just nip over to that village shop for 

a paper. The van’ll be coming to collect us in about half an hour. Can you 

wait here and hold the fort for a bit … O.K.? 

Reet Sure … Don’t be long. It’s a bit creepy in here. 



Joe  It’s O.K. But watch out, Hugo’s wife’ll be walking through that wall in 

about five minutes. (He chuckles)  

  (Reet jumps from the chair with an alarmed cry) 

Reet  Oiiiii you! 

Joe See you in a minute. 

 (As soon as Joe leaves, the sound of a hurricane wind can be heard         

along with the undercurrent of Grieg’s music). 

Reet (Getting up and looking round warily. She ventures towards the inside door 

and stands warily in front of it … before rapidly changing her mind) I think 

I’ll wait outside. 

 (Reet opens the door to the road and is just about to close it behind her when 

she is accosted by Sophie, a journalist, who walks straight in). 

Sophie Ah, you must be Rita. Is Joe around? 

Reet No, he’s just up the shop. We’re looking after the place for a few more 

minutes. Did you want anything? 

Sophie Not really. I only wanted to have a look round. I’m due to meet Dr Maynard 

here shortly. I’m keen to get some background to a story we’ll be running. 

Reet I shouldn’t really be letting you in … but there’s hardly anything left to nick, 

so you can have a look round if you want. 

Sophie Oh thanks. 

 Reet I’ll be right outside if you need me. 

Sophie Fine. 

 (Reet exits. Sophie starts to look round the place but just then, Bobby enters 

through the front door. He has a key). 

Bobby Oh, hello there. You must be Sophie. Am I right? 

Sophie Ah, Doctor Maynard, I presume? 

Bobby Yes that’s right. Nice to meet you …. What do you think of this place? 

Sophie I’m not sure … but then, I don’t have to live here. 



Bobby Yes Hugo lived alone here. To be frank, I don’t think it was a very suitable 

place for him to be in. I told Hugo on many occasions to sell the place. 

Sophie (Taking out her notebook) I believe that it was your evidence that cleared the 

way for Mr Charteris’s release from custody last year. 

Bobby That’s right. The poor man had no clear memory of events so I was duty-

bound to come forward. 

Sophie No one other than yourself saw him that day, then? 

Bobby He was seen visiting me on my video camera, and then again, leaving     

with me to go to the shop (He whispers) Actually, it was the betting shop. 

Then, after his return, he’s not seen on camera until he left the next day. I’m 

sure the police checked things out very thoroughly. 

Sophie You’re a doctor. What do you think it is that can make a man lose a whole 

day of his life?; In fact, a most crucial day; when his wife is beaten up …and 

then virtually cut to pieces, all the while he’s up at your salubrious address 

having a fun afternoon watching the horse racing on telly. 

Bobby (Quickly adding) Totally unaware of what’s going on elsewhere, of 

course…Yes, that’s what I … and everybody else would like to know. 

Sophie But in your profession, as a physician, what would be your diagnosis for the 

problem that your good mate Hugo has been suffering with? 

Bobby Actually, Hugo isn’t one of my patients. If he was, I’d need to run a few 

tests on him before arriving at any conclusion. 

Sophie But you must have an opinion about this. You’ve seen Hugo at very close 

quarters. I take it he’s a sane man and not in the early stages of … say 

dementia. 

Bobby It presents a problem for me to properly answer your question as I’m 

inextricably bound by the ethics laid down within the Hippocratic oath but 

with, shall we say, a person with similar effects, I’d tend to rule out 

dementia … On the other hand, I must confess, I haven’t yet run across a 

case of Amnesia when a patient’s single isolated day has been totally wiped 

from his memory. That is unusual. 

Sophie I’ve heard stories that Mr Charteris has been making a few meaningless 

statements to all and sundry … using words that, shall we say, are not of 



modern usage. What might you tend to suggest is the cause of this, Doctor 

Maynard? 

Bobby I’d guess that his medical people will be thinking in terms of some 

neurological problem … possibly brought about by the trauma of finding his 

wife’s horribly mutilated body. 

Sophie How about drugs? 

Bobby No chance… At least not taken recreationally or in any way voluntarily. 

Hugo was totally anti-narcotics. 

Sophie You said, not recreationally… but supposing he was deliberately          

administered with a hard drug? 

Bobby Mmm … Pretty unlikely, I would imagine. 

Sophie Yeah, but within that hypothesis, what drug could cause that condition? 

Bobby It would have to be something pretty strong. 

Sophie How about Heroin? 

Bobby Heroin: That’s very strong … and very expensive. 

Sophie (Scribbling away in her notebook) What actually is Heroin? 

 Bobby Oh, Heroin’s an opioid drug extracted from Poppy plants. Its origins are in 

Morphine which usually takes the form of white or brown powder… It’s 

pretty potent stuff. 

Sophie Have you ever been tempted to try it? … You know, like experiment with 

Heroin. 

Bobby Are you seriously asking me if I would, as a qualified and vastly 

experienced medical practitioner, take an addictive powerful drug such as 

Heroin? 

Sophie Not necessarily, I mean, let’s say, in your profession; We know it’s freely 

available to you, isn’t it?  (Bobby simply nods) and it could be useful… say, 

in your research. I’m speculating that you might at some time, have needed 

to maybe examine it …and then test it … so that  … possibly you could be 

conversant with its effects. 

Bobby Well, strictly off the record, let’s … erm … just say that in some point of 

time, I have been in a situation whereby I have personally felt the influence 



as well as the physical and mental effects of the drug. And that’s all I’m 

saying. 

Sophie So you have taken it? 

Bobby I never said that. 

Sophie All right … So how would you describe the effects of taking it? 

Bobby Its effects? Oh …it influences the brain rapidly…Engages feelings of both 

pain mixed with a rush of pleasure. The heart rate increases and sleeping and 

breathing are affected. One’s mental functioning then becomes                    

clouded.  Eventually a patient will lapse into a semi-conscious state. 

Sophie Would you ever prescribe Heroin for your patients? 

Bobby Heroin? ‘No’ is the short answer to that, but in its original form, Morphine, 

yes, most definitely. 

Sophie Under what conditions might you prescribe Morphine? 

Bobby Oh usually in situations whereby the patient is in great pain or actually 

engaged in the initial process of mortality. 

Sophie If someone was addicted to Heroin, might there be long term effects on that 

person? 

Bobby Oh yes certainly, as it’s highly addictive; I would say most detrimental to 

one’s mental functioning and upon the whole nervous system. The 

likelihood is, it will induce a coma and result in long-term brain damage. 

Sophie Thank you: Now Dr Maynard, on a personal level, have you experienced 

first-hand your friend Hugo’s abnormal lapse in speaking? 

Bobby Indeed I have. It was one completely historic and anachronistically aimed 

comment. He was speaking as though he was in the nineteen thirties.  

Sophie Do you remember any particular phrase? 

Bobby I remember he mentioned the pre-war Minister of Transport, Hoare-Belisha. 

I thought that was mighty strange…but as he was tired. I just let it go at the 

time.  

Sophie This Mr Hoare-Belisha would he be a contemporary politician at about the 

time of the first murder committed in this house? 

Bobby I believe so…. In the thirties. I doubt if that’s at all significant. 



Sophie You don’t think your friend has some fixation about that historic notorious 

event in this house? 

Bobby No I don’t. 

Sophie But before Hugo’s drift into the past, was he O.K.? 

Bobby Perfectly… But now he just seems to switch-off at times. 

Sophie Do you accept Hugo’s innocence in connection with that carnage last year in 

an upstairs bedroom? 

Bobby I‘d say that in his normal state … Absolutely. Another factor is that one 

assumes that the assailant has to be some sort of crazed psychopath but 

Hugo’s mental journeys to date haven’t resulted in anything close to    

bloodshed or given any real cause for concern. 

Sophie Yet he’s presently banged up in a Council-run secure unit. Doesn’t that 

rather taint your opinion about him? 

Bobby Oh hardly; The poor bloke’s had a tough time of it. How would say, you or I 

cope under such pressures as he’s had to deal with? All I know is that he 

went in voluntarily. They didn’t have to drag him in, feet first. Let’s hope he 

can recapture his former sparkle with his career and condition when he’s fit 

and well again. That’s all I’d say. 

Sophie Would you feel safe to be alone with him? 

Bobby (Sighs) Of course: Look, Hugo’s not a killer. I can vouch for him one 

hundred per cent. He was with me on the day that Lindsey met her fate. Why 

are you pursuing this defunct line of enquiry?  No wonder the poor bloke 

went …..            

  Sophie Out of control? 

Bobby (Looking annoyed and shaking his head) Look Miss Kidd, I think that’ll be 

enough questions for now. I haven’t anything more to say on the matter. 

There’s been too many amateur sleuths trading on one man’s misfortune. 

Write your story if you must … But I’m warning you, be very careful about 

what you print…… (He starts to walk away)  Good day to you. 

Sophie Good bye Doctor …… 

 (Bobby stalks off without a further word slamming the door behind him) 



Sophie (To herself and an empty room) … Maynard….(before summarising)  

Another successful consultation. 

 (Sophie walks round the room, drinking in the atmosphere) 

Sophie (To herself) So this is where it all happened. 

 (She reaches the back door, ponders before trying to open it … and then she 

tentatively tries the handle…. Just at that moment the front door swings 

open and in bursts Jane.) 

Jane (Calling out) Hello! 

Sophie      (A little alarmed) Phew, you had me worried for a moment. 

Jane Sorry ‘bout that. This place can give you the creeps at times. Anyway, what 

are you doing here? 

Sophie Sophie Kidd from the Bournemouth Gazette. I’ve just finished an       

interview here with Doctor Bobby Maynard. 

Jane Oh, have I missed Bobby? I haven’t seen him for weeks. 

Sophie I don’t think I know you. Are you a relative? 

Jane Oh sorry, yes … I’m Jane Fellowes. Hugo’s cousin. 

Sophie Oh really. I notice you have a key. Are you a frequent visitor to this cottage? 

Jane Yes, I am. I used to call here to check on Hugo a lot … and I still look in, 

even though he’s been in that Council place for the last week or so. 

Jane Who else has a key? 

Jane Oh, apart from Hugo, I think it’s just me and … oh, Connie the house-

cleaner has one too. I reckon that’s about it. What was your interview about? 

Sophie Our editor decided that we should have another look at the now cold case of 

murder here at Rectory Cottage. Our article will start with the bye-line, 

‘Who killed Lindsey Charteris?. 

Jane Well, good luck with that one. That’s what we’d all like to know. 

Sophie Lindsey’d been in this house on a Saturday morning alone. Records show 

that Hugo had phoned her at nine twenty that morning. It’s understood that 

all the doors and windows here were secure so the murderer must either 



have had a key … or had been let in by Lindsey. That rather restricts the list 

of probable murderers, wouldn’t you say? 

Jane Well cross me off your list. I haven’t felt like murdering anybody since my 

old Geography mistress retired. And as for poor old Connie, she’s the salt of 

the earth … The last person on earth you’d see as a cold-blooded 

psychopath. 

Sophie Has Bobby Maynard got a key? 

Jane No … unless he’s got access to Hugo’s… 

Sophie Well he opened the door here today. 

Jane Did he? But then, in the past he wouldn’t necessarily have needed one as 

Lindsey knew him fairly well. 

Sophie How well do you know him? 

Jane He’s a close mate of Hugo’s. I only know him through Hugo. I see him    

from time to time but I can’t say we’re on close terms. 

Sophie Do you know his house? 

Jane Oh crikey, yes:  It’s a huge place on that private estate in Fencham Woods. 

Sophie Have you been in the house? 

Jane Yeah … once. Where’s this leading to? 

Sophie He’s got security cameras out the front, hasn’t he? 

Jane Yes he has. 

Sophie Do you know if he’s got any covering the back entrance? 

Jane No, there’s not much need for one. The end of his garden goes into a wood 

… but that’s also private. No visitors come or go from that direction. 

Sophie But what if, say… Doctor Maynard wished to leave using the back exit, 

would he be able to gain access to a road-way by this means. 

Jane Oh definitely, it’s a pleasant little walkthrough the trees and across a green. I 

know that sometimes he parks his car in that road and then walks through 

the wood and enters the cottage from his back garden. 

Sophie Really? That is interesting. 



Jane What conclusions might be drawn from that? 

Sophie Dr Bobby told the police that he and Hugo left the house in the morning and 

returned to the flat around mid-day. The cameras bear that out. They also 

show no further activity by either of them from the front entrance throughout 

the course of that day. 

Jane (Doubtfully) And you’re suggesting that either one of them or both together 

could have slipped out of the back entrance unseen and unwitnessed to 

embark on a planned grisly murder? 

Sophie All I’m saying is, that it’s possible. 

Jane I rather think you’re barking up the wrong tree. Bobby’s got too much to 

lose, a brilliant job, shed-loads of cash and a couple of young kids. He went 

out with Lindsey yonks ago but he’s well over that now. 

Sophie But your cousin Hugo has somehow mentally lost his way of late. 

Jane Yes, something’s terribly wrong with him … You know, it was Hugo          

who found Lindsey’s body…. It’s made him ….. change. 

Sophie Has Hugo ever been violent towards you? 

Jane Not violent… but he’s not at all stable….. Actually, he’s having an 

‘Evaluation Day’ at home later today. He’s coming home to spend one night 

here under supervision before returning to his quarters tomorrow. 

Sophie Oh really, do you think he might allow me to ask him a few questions? 

Jane No, not in his present state of mind. I’d give him a few more weeks if I were 

you. 

Sophie O.K. 

Jane And frankly, he’s due back very shortly (Checking her watch) Actually, I 

think you’d better skidaddle before the Medical mob arrives here at any time 

now. 

Sophie Oh Sorry … I always seem to overstay my welcome. I’ll be off then. Maybe 

I’ll see you again. 

Jane Yes; Oh and good luck with your story. Goodbye then. 

Sophie ‘Bye. 



 (Sophie exits leaving Jane alone again in the room. She walks around 

nervously) 

Jane (To herself) O.K. … Now be positive. 

 Jane once again stops by the kitchen door and pensively studies the door. At 

that moment, the front door is opened to re-introduce Hugo accompanied by 

Dawn and Jenny) 

Jenny Here we are: Welcome back to your own pretty cottage. It must feel good to 

be back. 

 (Hugo doesn’t answer. He has a washed up appearance and doesn’t appear 

as though he wishes to talk). 

Jenny Don’t forget, this is only a trial period of one night. Your cousin, Jane’ll be 

here in a minute… (then spotting Jane) Oh you’re here already. That’s good 

(To Jane) You can take over immediately if you’d like.  

Jane Yes, that’s fine 

Jenny Hugo, we’ll collect you at eleven sharp tomorrow morning. Now be a       

good boy. You’ll be in safe hands. 

Hugo (Tacitly acknowledges this, nodding his head. He then speaks one solitary 

word after indicating with his finger that he is going to go into the kitchen) 

…..Tea. 

Dawn (To Jenny) We’ll leave you to it. 

(Dawn and Jenny exit. Hugo makes his way to the kitchen, Jane takes a seat 

in the easy chair. Almost immediately, there’s a knock at the front door) 

Joe  Mr Charteris! Mr Charteris! 

  (Jane goes to answer the door) 

Jane  Coming … Coming. 

  (She opens the door and admits Joe) 

Joe  Oh, it’s you Jane. Is he around? 

Jane  Is he expecting you? 

Joe  He should be. I’ve brought this stuff for him. 

Jane  Whatever is that? 



Joe  It’s erm sage. 

Jane  What does he want that for? 

Joe  Oh, don’t ask Jane. I got a message from him; Gawd knows why. 

  (Hugo emerges, cup in hand) 

Hugo  Oh hello Joe. What brings you here? 

Joe  Afternoon squire, I’ve brought in some sage for you …A couple of  

sackfuls; Picked ‘em up from the nursery first thing this morning. 

Hugo (Doubtfully) Sage? … Oh thank you Joe … 

 (Joe starts to place the sacks on the floor … While Hugo ponders his next 

response) 

Hugo  Erm, this sage stuff, it’s slipped my mind; What was all that about though? 

Can you remind me? 

Joe (Taken aback) Yes of course. (In doubtful tone) It was only yesterday      

you asked me. I came to see you in that hospital place. You gave me a note. 

It said something about you wanting to burn the stuff. 

 Hugo Burn it!  Whatever for? 

Joe I dunno … It was something strange … erm … didn’t you say …exorcism or 

something?. You were fairly adamant about it. You said you wanted it in 

every room.  

Hugo I said that?   

Joe Yeah, and then you were gonna burn it. 

Hugo What? And burn the damned house down! 

Joe Not exactly. Actually, I decided to burn it before you got your hands on it. I 

didn’t like the thought of you with an indoor bonfire. The remains are in 

these bags. After that, it’s up to you. 

Hugo Well thank you Joe. I truly can’t imagine what I’m going to do with them … 

but maybe it’ll come to me. 

Joe I’m sure it will. Well, it’s nice to see you back, sir … even if it’s only for 

one day. 



Hugo Thanks Joe. Come and see me tomorrow… I’ll be in Section three at the 

’Crazy House’ as usual. Oh, and leave the door ajar when you go. I’m 

expecting my cousin to pop in later. I don’t want to get up. 

Joe Er… She’s right over there sir. 

Hugo Oh Jane, I’m sorry. I never saw you come in. 

Jane I was already here Hugo. You must have seen me. 

Hugo Oh God, were you? 

Joe Right you are sir. I’ll better make a move. I’ll see you tomorrow then. 

Hugo Yes, all right Joe. 

 (Joe exits and as he does so, Dorkin sidles in with his gear) 

 (Hugo moves to the sofa and spreads himself onto it. Dorkin moves closer to 

Hugo) 

Dorkin Beg pardon sir. 

Hugo (Taken by surprise) Oh God, who are you? (To Jane) Do you know            

this gentleman, Jane? 

Jane I’m afraid not.                                            

Dorkin Mr Charteris? 

Hugo Yes. 

Dorkin I’ve come about your troubles with the ‘ouse. 

Hugo (Flippantly) Yes, it’s terribly unfortunate; There’s a tendency for sudden 

deaths to occur here on a regular basis …. every century ; Either that or the 

inhabitants are turned into mental monstrosities. If there’s anything you can 

do to tackle the problem, I’d be most grateful.  

Dorkin Yes, I know all about that … and we’re going to try and settle it today. 

Hugo Are you serious? 

Dorkin I never joke about my work. 

Hugo I don’t remember requesting your services Mr …. Erm. 

Dorkin Elsworth … Dorkin Elsworth … Exorcisms supreme.  



(Dorkin gives Hugo his card) 

Hugo (Reads the card) Exorcisms supreme, eh?  Perhaps I could settle for just an 

average … utility exorcism or something … if it comes any cheaper.  

Dorkin Oh, there’ll be no charge for this, sir. 

Hugo  Are you for real, Mr Elsworth? You can’t mean that. 

Dorkin I’m here to answer your cry for help. 

Hugo I certainly don’t recall that, but if I did summon you, then I won’t stop you 

from getting on and making a start. 

Dorkin Yes, I’m ready when you are sir. You know my saying, don’t you? 

Hugo  No, but I bet I’m going to hear it. 

Dorkin It goes, ‘It’s my proud boast, that I’ll get rid of your ghost’. 

Hugo  (Coldly) Amazing. 

Jane  Mr Elsworth, are you going to be here for a little while? 

Dorkin Oh yes lady … for as long as it takes.                                                      

Jane (To Hugo) Hugo, Those lady Social Workers have given me a list of items 

I’ll need for you. Will it be all right if I slip out to the local shops for twenty 

minutes? 

Hugo  Oh yes Jane, you go. But you can stay if you want; This should be good. 

Jane  No, I’ve got to get this done. I won’t be long. 

  (Jane exits) 

Dorkin Right sir, to begin: First we have to sprinkle some Holy water. 

  (Dorkin starts to shake some around the room) 

Hugo  Oh please don’t make a mess. I’ve just had the place cleaned up in here…. 

(Tuts) I don’t really want water all over the room. 

Dorkin Ah, but that’s to absorb all the negative energy. 

Hugo (Laying back on the sofa) Well if that’s what you’re trying to achieve, you 

can start with me. There’s plenty of negative energy right here at the 

moment. 



Dorkin  I’ve already been round to open the outside windows ‘cos we need to attract 

  positive emotions into this room. 

Hugo Ah yes, positive emotions … That’s what we need…. I hope you know what 

you’re doing, opening those windows Mr Elsworth, there’s rain on the way, 

you know.  

Dorkin No, the time’s just right. It’s the day after the new moon so opening 

windows’ll raise the vibrations; Otherwise, we’d be angering the spirits. 

Hugo No, let’s keep on the right side of them … even if it might make it a little 

chilly round the cloisters in here. 

Dorkin (While he’s maneuvering the sacks) Now I’ll just place these sacks of sage 

round the room. I’m glad you got them in.  

Hugo Yes, I ordered them apparently … though I don’t recall doing so. 

Dorkin (He shifts the candles and roses) These candles can be spaced out a bit and 

we’ll put these roses over here. (He starts to chant) We extinguish the light. 

We render its death. 

Hugo Who exactly are you on to? 

Dorkin Be quiet sir. (He then rejoins his oration) Obey these words, ‘Watchers of the 

threshold, the servant of power will once more walk the earth. I summon 

you to appear and do your deadly work with venom. Strike into the very  

hearts of the miscreant, the perpetrator of homicide in this bedeviled 

dwelling place.  

Hugo Well that told him. I hope he heard you.                                                   

Dorkin Oh, he heard it all right. He’s waiting now. He’s trying to guess our next 

move. This could take a while… But make no mistake, he’ll be back. 

Hugo How long d’you think it’ll take? (With that, he is suddenly interrupted by a 

whoosh of a hurricane force of air which knocks him off his feet) What’s 

happening!  

Dorkin ( Likewise grounded) Hold tight! hold tight sir! 

 (There is a continuous cacophony of howling wind and earie music) 

Hugo My God, I’m being held down! 

Dorkin Don’t give way. Ask no quarter. Let him go to Hell. 



Hugo But I’m being crushed! 

Dorkin You must fight, Mr Charteris. You must see this through. 

 

Hugo  I can’t hang on any longer. I think I’m beaten. 

 

(Both Hugo and Dorkin assume a state of unconsciousness. While slowly the 

sounds of wind and weird music are abating) 

(The door slowly opens and the ghost of Lindsey appears. She slowly walks 

towards Hugo. Lindsey strokes Hugo’s hair and whispers to him) 

 

Lindsey Beloved, listen carefully: Sugar baby … Sugar baby. 

   

(Lindsey then slowly walks off … as Hugo and Dorkin begin to come round  

  after their ordeal) 

 

Hugo Oh my …extraordinary …That was dreadful. 

 

Dorkin Aye, it’s always dangerous … and that was a blighter. 

 

 Hugo How ever do you do this?  Making a living out of putting yourself through 

this torture? 

 

Dorkin I seek no payment sir. I merely seek the glory of light … A light that cannot 

exist without first overcoming its shadows. We should all of us seek 

enlightenment; Don’t you believe that sir?                                               

 

Hugo But all this effort you put in felt like you were taking on the devil himself. 

I’m sure at your age you should be seeking a less stressful way of life? 

 

Dorkin Ah, but I couldn’t rest knowing the trouble you were in. The only guide        

to a man is his conscience and it’s rewarding enough just to be of service. 

 

Hugo If you can rid this cottage of the terrible atmosphere that exudes from room 

to room, I’d pay over the odds. 

 

Dorkin Sir, my saying …… 

 

Hugo  Surely not another one, Mr Ellsworth. 

 

Dorkin Yes sir, I say, ‘What I do in the house is always on the house’.  

 

Hugo We’ll see about that Mr Elsworth….But as for that whole traumatic 

experience, I don’t know whether I became unconscious … but I seem to 



have been the receiver of a cryptic message during that ferocious 

engagement. 

 

Dorkin Keep it in your mind laddie. It could be the lynchpin to a salvation of all 

your problems. 

 

Hugo Well, it wasn’t much; Just two words really. Though I’m sure I’ve heard 

them before somewhere. 

 

Dorkin Two words you say. What would they be? 

 

Hugo Two words that mean nothing to me … Just Sugar …. Baby. 

 

Dorkin That is surely a forewarning. A messenger has provided a signal. Don’t 

disregard it sir. 

 

Hugo Sugar baby … Just two meaningless words. 

 

Dorkin Does it not have any association with the unfortunate victim in the house? 

 

Hugo  Only that she sometimes referred to me as baby or babe. I’m not sure where  

  the sugar bit comes in. 

 

Dorkin Oh you will sir. Mark my words. 

 

Hugo Well that was some experience. I’m not sure I feel any better for it but who 

knows?              

 

Dorkin Oh you’ll soon feel the benefit sir  … but you’ve got to believe in the Holy 

Spirit and you must believe in me. 

 

Hugo I’ll certainly try, Dorkin.                                                                           

 

Dorkin You’ll find that this house is now clean. 

  

Hugo Yeah … I hope you’re right, Dorkin….. Would you fancy a cup of tea while 

you’re here? 

 

Dorkin No thank you squire. My work is done here. I can rest in peace. 

 

Hugo Not literally, I hope….Will you be passing this way again soon Mr 

Elsworth?  

 

Dorkin Yes sir. I’ll be looking in tomorrow. 



Hugo You’d better make it early then … As I’m due to report back to the Funny 

Farm by noon. 

Dorkin Right sir. 

Hugo  I’ll pop into the kitchen while you’re clearing up. I’m dying for a cuppa’. 

  

Dorkin   I’ll be on my way in just a moment …… You go ahead sir. I’ll see myself 

out. 

 

Hugo Well many thanks again. I’ll see you tomorrow then. 

 

 (Hugo exits to the kitchen while Dorkin goes round the room collecting his 

paraphernalia. He breaks into a few lines of ‘Lord of the Dance’) 

 

Dorkin He danced in the morning when the world was black 

 It’s hard to dance with the devil on your back 

They buried my body and they thought I’d gone 

But I am the Lord and the dance goes on 

Dance, dance wherever you may be 

I am the Lord of the dance said He 

And I’ll lead you there, wherever you may be 

I am the Lord of the dance, said he. 

 

 (He makes one last comment) 

 

Dorkin Well, I’m done here.            

 

(Dorkin exits) 

(Hugo eventually re-emerges from the kitchen with a cup in hand. He takes a 

couple of sips and then falls dramatically onto the sofa. The front door bell rings. 

Hugo’s eyes search swiftly round the room. He stumbles to the door and opens it. 

He does not speak to two female journalists, Helen and Sophie) 

Helen Mr Charteris? 

(Hugo just stares at the two women) 

Helen I’m Helen Lee and this is my colleague Sophie Kidd. We’re from the 

Bournemouth Gazette newspaper. Is it possible you could allow us to have 

an interview at some future time as our editor would like to run a story about 

the sad passing of your wife last year. 



(Hugo again fails to verbally respond. He just opens the door wide enough 

for the journalists to squeeze into the room) 

(The two girls look at each other in bewilderment as Hugo silently and 

robotically moves to leave the room, walking to the kitchen, leaving the girls 

agape, watching him depart) 

  (Hugo exits) 

Helen What d’you make of that? 

Sophie Well it’s definitely him. I’ve seen enough pictures of him. Maybe we should 

have waited to see him … like his cousin said. 

Helen Naa … Strike while the iron’s hot … But where’s he gone? 

Sophie And … can we trust him? 

Helen I hope he hasn’t gone to get an axe or something. 

Sophie Oh, you don’t think he’d ……. 

 Helen No, I doubt it ….. but be ready for him cos’ you never know.  

Sophie He looks really weird. Do you think he looks the type who might have killed 

his wife last year? 

Helen Not half … but he had a cast iron alibi. 

Sophie Yeah …Thanks to that G.P. mate of his.        

Helen But our boss won’t let this one go. The police spent hours of their time 

searching here for clues but nothing … just nothing at all cropped up.  A 

motiveless crime without a single suspect. 

Sophie (Pointing to the door) Except him. 

Helen And it all happened up there in the bedroom. 

Sophie It gives me the shivers. 

Helen Yeah, me too. 

Sophie I think he looks bonkers. 

Helen I wouldn’t want to be out walking on a dark night with him behind me. 

Sophie (Giggling) Oh God. 



 (Suddenly, Hugo re-appears from the kitchen. His attitude now completely 

changed. He seems surprised to see the two girls). 

Hugo  Oh … Hello, what are you young ladies doing here? How did you get in? 

Helen You let us in Mr Charteris. 

Hugo (looking worried) No, that can’t be. My friend just left. Then I made myself 

a cup of tea and now you two have popped up. Who are you anyway? 

Helen We’re journalists from the local press. Our assignment today was to seek out 

the resident of Rectory Cottage and to request an interview with ... I presume 

you are Mr Charteris. 

Hugo That’s correct.Well, at this precise moment, I’m available. While you’re 

both here and I’m here, you’re at liberty to fire off a few questions if you’d 

like.  

Helen Thank you, Mr Charteris. I’ll take up your offer if I may. 

Hugo (Taking a seat) I might say that mentally, it could be of some benefit to me 

as well as for your good selves. That’s because I seem to be suffering from 

regular daily bouts of amnesia … and that’s particularly worrying to me. I 

certainly don’t recall letting you two in…. Oh, please take a seat if you’re 

staying. 

Helen Thank you Mr Charteris 

 (Helen and Sophie both take a seat)         

Helen Do you have any problems taking, shall we say direct questions?           

Hugo No, not at all, shoot. The more direct, the better I’ll like it. 

Helen All right …….You asked for it; So for my first question Mr Charteris: Did 

you kill your wife? 

Hugo (Smiles) Phew! That’s about as direct as you can get, isn’t it? All I can say 

to that is, I have a friend’s word that I was elsewhere at the time of the 

murder. On that basis, unless I’ve become Omni-present, I don’t think I can 

have committed the crime. 

Helen Surely you must have some memory of that day. What was the last thing you 

can remember? 

Hugo I’m afraid that day is a complete blank to me. 



Helen Some locals hold the view that you’ve got away with murder … So what do 

you say to that? 

Hugo You don’t pull your punches, do you? What did you say your name is? 

Helen I’m Helen and this is Sophie. 

Hugo All right Helen; Well, I would say that, personally, I don’t know whether I 

killed my wife or not…. Truly. 

Helen (Surprised) So you’re not absolutely denying it? And you’re saying you 

don’t know if you killed Lindsey? 

Hugo I appreciate that it sounds incomprehensible. And I’d just like to clarify that 

in my usual that is present state of mind I could never have the inclination to 

carry out such a heinous act. 

Helen So you’re saying, it can’t be you. 

Hugo No, I’m not saying that but I’ve no intention of trying to wriggle out of it 

either. I’m saying, if they can prove that I am a murderer, then I wouldn’t 

want to cling on to my freedom. I’d prefer to be locked up … Let’s face it, it 

would be better if I was out of the way if I’m a danger to people …. And 

that’s the God’s honest truth. 

Helen You said you couldn’t commit murder in your usual state. All right, well 

how about if you were angry, riled; Then might you be driven to it? 

Hugo (Losing his composure and getting emotional) Look, I’ve thought of     

nothing else lately …Did I get mad? Did I lose my temper? Did I kill my 

wife? …. I don’t know … I honestly don’t know. 

Sophie Mr Charteris, we know that the killer must have been known to your wife. 

There was no break-in … nothing was stolen. Yet someone had such an 

intensive hatred for Lindsey that she was stabbed in a wild frenzy a 

multitude of times … There were eighteen separate stab wounds altogether 

on her body. Who did this Hugo? You must know who was responsible for 

such a wicked act of slaughter. 

Hugo (After a long thoughtful pause) I don’t know anyone who could have done 

that to my wife. I guess it was a man … a man full of hatred… but why 

should anyone hate Lindsey? It’s beyond belief.  

Helen You say these amnesia attacks are a problem for you … but I would suggest 

that they seem to come on at rather convenient times. You’ve no memory of 



anything that day, yet your Doctor mate gave full chapter and verse of your 

many activities covering the whole day. How can you engage in a strikingly 

sociable day, according to Doctor Maynard, and yet you haven’t a scintilla 

of knowledge about your actions that Saturday? 

Hugo In your position, I’d certainly want to pose exactly the same question; I 

assume that what Bobby outlined in his statement was exactly how I filled 

my time on that Saturday. It’s something that we often do on a day-off … 

There’s no reason why Bobby … Doctor Maynard should want to lie about 

such important evidence? 

Sophie Maybe to save his own skin. 

Hugo Hold on, nobody’s ever suspected Bobby …That’s … Well, it’s crazy … 

And why should he lie to save me when to all and sundry, I was the obvious 

killer. I mean, if he’d been the guilty party, he’d have surely been more than 

happy to let me carry the can, wouldn’t he?  Without Bobby’s evidence, I 

couldn’t’ve defended myself, particularly with the weight of circumstantial 

evidence that was stacking up against me…. Come on. 

Sophie Except maybe for his own insurance, your amnesia could have been very 

handy for doctor Maynard. 

Hugo Insurance? I don’t get it. 

Sophie Well he’s a witness for you. You, the main suspect, can’t remember                  

a damn thing of that day… He gets you off the hook and so, by definition, 

you become his alibi for the day. 

Hugo What a suspicious mind you have … er … Sophie, wasn’t it? 

Sophie That’s why I’m a journalist … So what do you reckon? Could there be any 

motive for our upstanding private G.P 

Hugo It’s a spurious suggestion … but nevertheless, an interesting prognosis when 

you put things together like that … but Bobby and I were mates at school. 

He’s a charming guy, rich and successful with a particularly caring manner. 

No, you really need something a lot stronger than that to go on if you’re 

going to tout around damaging allegations like that. 

Helen They did actually charge you with the murder, didn’t they? 

Hugo (Affected by this, simply silently nods) 



Helen The police must have had something more on you at that time other than the 

balance of probabilities. 

Hugo Yes they did … And again, I find this completely baffling. 

Helen Didn’t this involve DNA? 

Hugo Oh, you’ve heard about that have you? All right, I’ve nothing to hide … 

Yes, when the Pathologist was examining Lindsey, they found blood under 

her fingernails. They assumed that this would have been extracted from her 

murderer whilst she was in the motion of trying to ward off the attack. 

Sophie And that blood was yours, Mr Charteris, wasn’t it? 

Hugo (Pause) Yes it was. I don’t know how …but yes, it was my blood… 

Naturally, I was checked over at exactly the same time. Yes I did have one 

small cut on the palm of my right hand which must have been made by 

something sharp … but apparently not inflicted by four fingernails. There 

were no injuries to my face and if, according to Bobby, I wasn’t there that 

afternoon anyway…. (Unfinished) 

Sophie How strange… It’s almost like someone was trying to fit you up, wouldn’t 

you say? 

Hugo I must say I’ve thought about this many times… but I’ve never come up 

with a logical answer to that one. 

Sophie What about you and Lindsey. What happened to split you up and what     

was your relationship just prior to the murder? 

Hugo I’ll gladly answer that one. But if you’ve got any more questions lined up, 

may I offer you a cup of tea while you’re here? 

Helen I’d really like a cup. What about you, Soph? 

Sophie Oh yeah, definitely. 

Hugo Right, I won’t take a minute. Oh, do either of you take sugar? 

Sophie Yeah, two spoonfuls for me … and even then, I sometimes pop in a third 

one. 

Helen I used to be a sugar freak … but I’ve managed to wean myself off it over the 

years … So none for me thanks. 

Hugo O.K. See you in a minute. 



 (Hugo exits) 

Helen Phew … What d’yer make of him Soph? 

Sophie Well he hasn’t dodged the bullets so far and he’s entirely happy to discuss 

what happened here. If he really killed his wife, you’d expect him to take the 

least line of resistance … y’know …just clam up. 

Helen That’s what I was thinking. You surprised me though when you had a pop at 

his doctor mate. No one’s ever queried his movements on that Saturday. 

Sophie I surprised myself actually. It just seemed the logical progression of my 

enquiries. 

Helen Tell you what though, I’m never easy with these amnesia claims. I’ve seen it 

so many times and it’s trotted out time after time by criminals. They always 

swear they can’t remember a thing … where they were, what they did … 

where they hid the body… It’s generally all pure bluff. 

Sophie Except he’s as nice as pie … but when we came in, he was like some kind of 

zombie. That’s not amnesia, is it? 

Helen No, I’d say it’s more like he’s on some kind of opioids. 

Sophie Really? …What would you say …  cannabis? 

Helen No, more like the hard stuff I’d say. 

Sophie He doesn’t strike me as being the type to be an addict.                              

Helen No, I can’t see that either; Not the type to be shooting up every day.  

Sophie Are there other ways of ingesting the stuff? 

Helen Sure … Take your pick, Sniffing, snorting, smoking, swallowing, drinking 

…Every which way. 

Sophie I wonder what …. 

 (Sophie’s discourse is interrupted by the return of Hugo … who is carrying a 

small tray upon which sit two cups of tea) 

Hugo Tea up ladies. 

Helen That was quick. Ah … Thank you very much. 

Hugo The kettle had boiled earlier. I’ve become a tea-coholic these days….The 

one without sugar is the green cup. 



 (Hugo passes the tray to Helen and she then takes the green cup) 

Hugo And Sophie … Yours is one with three sugars. 

Sophie Three? 

Hugo Well you did say; so I decided to spoil you. 

 (Hugo passes the tray to Sophie and she takes the remaining cup) 

Sophie (Smiling) Thanks … You’re a gentleman. 

 (Hugo again resumes his occupation of the chair) 

Hugo Now where were we ladies? 

Helen (Now drinking the tea) It was about your relationship with Lindsey. 

Hugo Oh yes, our relationship was always pretty good. We were similar types, 

laughed at the same things and she was always excellent company. 

Helen So excellent that two weeks before her murder, you decided to de-camp 

from the ‘happy’ homestead. 

Hugo Yeah … It was all a bit of an accident really. Things were said. It happens in 

all marriages. We split and we were actually on the point of getting back 

together when she … .Well, you know. 

Helen May we be privy to the causes of the break-up?                                         

Hugo No problem: I accept, it was entirely my fault. I’m afraid I got … maybe a 

bit too close to a female work colleague. I didn’t want it to be the cause of a 

split in our marriage. I’m sure that it would have soon blown over anyway. 

Sophie I imagine Lindsey discovered your shameful little secret. 

Hugo Yes, me and my P.A. were seen out together. … And, somebody felt it 

necessary to spill the beans to Lindsey which caused the good lady to go 

somewhat bananas … and promptly advise me to depart forthwith from the 

matrimonial home … immediately  … out ..  Foxtrot Oscar …in no 

uncertain terms. 

Sophie And you just meekly walked out? 

Hugo Yes … I’ve never yet devised a method of stopping Vesuvius from erupting. 

Sophie Did she start throwing things? 



Hugo No, but I’m aware of her…. Shall we say … vigorous capabilities. I didn’t 

want to go but we nearly came to …. (halts the rest of the sentence) 

Sophie You nearly came to blows you were going to say. 

Hugo I was speaking figuratively. I would never touch her. 

Sophie But you could have stayed. 

Hugo Oh, you know how it is. Neither of us wanted to split but then neither of us 

wanted to lose face … So, regretfully, she said go … So off I went and she 

didn’t try to stop me. 

Helen You said you were ’On the point of getting back together’ at the time of the 

terrible attack here. What was the basis for you reaching that conclusion? 

Hugo One: I avidly wished to patch things up with Lindsey … and Two: As I was 

recently informed by a third party that Lindsey had, at the time stated that 

she still wanted me … Well …you know … she said she still loved me … 

So it seems she felt much the same as I did. It was inevitable we’d be 

reconciled. 

Helen Are you prepared to supply the name of the said ‘Third Party’?  

Hugo  I’d prefer not to disclose the name of that person. 

Helen I’d put a tenner on Doctor Bob, wouldn’t you, Soph? 

Sophie I’m with you with Doctor Bob. What price would you give us on him,       

Mr Charteris? 

Hugo You two really are the limit, aren’t you? So what if it was Bobby. Does that 

incriminate him in your eyes? 

Helen I would say in a situation where there are no known suspected criminal types 

in the frame, you’ve got to look no further than the people closest to the 

victim. In this case, it’s you and your medical mate … and of the two of you, 

I’m leaning heavily in his direction. (Turning to Sophie) What do you 

(noticing Sophie’s condition)…. Hey, what’s up? 

 (Helen immediately realizes that all is not well with Sophie. She appears to 

be leaning at an unnatural angle. Her eyes do not appear to be focused) 

Hugo (Leaping out of his seat and moving closely to Sophie’s seat) Hey! What’s 

up Sophie? 



 (Helen goes to the other side of Sophie’s chair. The cup and saucer fall to 

the floor) 

Sophie (While still staring in a downwards direction) He speaketh the truth with 

exceeding passion.  

Helen She’s delirious … Look at her eyes!...... (Challengingly to Hugo) Hey! What 

was in her cup? 

Hugo Only tea; Same as you. 

Helen God, look at her. She was fine until a minute ago. There was something in 

her drink. 

Hugo Don’t look at me. We’ve all taken tea here today. 

Helen Maybe it’s the milk… or the sugar … 

Hugo Sugar …. Sugar! That’s it ; The warning I was given. I think you’re right. 

Helen Who’s had sugar today?  

Hugo Well, I did earlier, but not just now …and you haven’t… but I gave Sophie  

three spoonfuls. 

Helen Look at Sophie; She’s taken something that’s obviously mind influencing … 

There can’t be any other reason. I think we should call an ambulance, Hugo. 

Hugo No, don’t do that; She’ll come back to us on her own. 

 Helen Hugo, she’d better not have taken a hard drug. If you’re aware of how       

she could have got into this state, you’d better tell me now. 

Hugo I assure you, I’m as wise as you are …. But I’ve had a tip-off about 

something that’s here, right here: And you’re correct, I need to first check 

out that blessed sugar. The warning I got from Lindsey was : Sugar! …  

Sugar baby! That’s it! The warning: It must be. That’s what it means!   

Helen (Doubtfully) A warning from your late wife about the sugar? 

Hugo Yes, I’m sure it answers a lot of questions about ….. Well, never mind. Let’s 

first go see what’s in that sugar-bowl. 

 (They both start to rush to the kitchen). 

Helen What about Sophie? 

Hugo Oh, let her sleep it off. She’ll be fine. 



 (Hugo and Helen exit. Sophie remains motionless in the chair. After a short 

while, Jane enters. She’s just about to close the door when Connie appears 

there). 

Jane Oh… Hello stranger. What brings you here? 

Connie I heard Mr C was back. 

Jane Yeah, he’s back. I can hear him in the kitchen…. (Then noticing the resting 

Sophie) Hello, what’s she doing here? I told her to lay off Hugo for a couple 

of weeks. So much for the warning…. (Then looking closer) What’s wrong 

with her anyway? 

Connie Well, it makes a change from having his Lordship hanging around the place 

like that. 

Jane Did you want to see Hugo, Connie? 

Connie Not ‘specially but I heard he’d been poorly. 

Jane That’s one way of putting it. 

 (Hugo and Helen suddenly re-enter the room. Hugo is holding a transparent 

plastic bag that contains the sugar bowl. Hugo notices that Connie is 

present) 

Hugo Connie! Wow, nice to see you back. 

Connie I must say Mr C, you look a bit livelier than you’ve been for a while.         

Hugo Yes Connie. I think I can at last see a way out of my troubles. 

Connie (Noticing the sugar-bowl) What’s that, you cutting out sugar now? 

Hugo That may not be a bad idea … But first, I’m going to get this stuff analysed. 

Whatever it is, I’m sure I’ve been addicted to it… so I’ve had my last fix of 

this stuff and from now on, I’ll be on ‘Cold Turkey’. 

Connie Don’t know what the ‘ell you’re on about Mr C but you look well … and 

this place seems to have brightened up a bit since I was last here. 

Hugo Yes, that’ll be thanks to Mr Ellsworth and the wonders of his medieval devil 

destroying pastimes, even in these contemporary times. 

Connie Aw yes Mr Elsworth?… … ‘E was a case, ‘e was. ‘E ‘ad me flat out on me 

back last time ‘e came here. 



Hugo It seems he had even greater powers than I thought. 

Helen Are you going to call the inspector over now? 

Hugo Not for the moment. What connections have you got, Helen? Any chance 

that one of your contacts could get this stuff analysed? 

Helen Sure … I know a mate who’s a Bio-Chemist and she’ll have a microscope 

on this sugar-bowl before you can say, ‘Bobby’s a Dealer’. 

Hugo That’s great. 

Helen Yeah and on condition I get the exclusive on the story. 

Hugo Yes, that’s a promise. 

 (Hugo hands over the package of sugar to Helen) 

Helen I’ll be straight on the case but I’ll be needing a hand with Sophie. (Turning 

to Connie) Do you think you could help me with Sophie? 

Connie Yes; But what’s wrong with her? 

Helen I think she’s had one too many Sugar Puffs today. 

Connie Sugar Puffs? 

Helen (Taking one of Sophie’s arms) She’ll be fine. Will you take the other arm? 

Connie Righto. And can you drop me off at the Ringwood round-a-bout? 

Helen O.K. … Many thanks. (To Sophie …While hoisting Sophie from the       

chair and escorting her to the door with Connie)  Hey-up Soph (To Hugo) 

I’ll be in contact very soon Hugo. Cheers folks. 

 (Helen, Connie and Sophie all exit together). 

Jane What the hell was that all about? 

Hugo I don’t want to jump to conclusions but I’m beginning to see things clearly 

now … for the first time in a long time. 

Jane So what was the problem with the sugar? 

Hugo The problem is …. That journalist girl has just consumed a cup of tea right 

here that included three spoonfuls of sugar. Do you detect any points of 

comparison between that outgoing frail female and my recent behavior and 

appearance? 



Jane Yes, I’d say there’s a definite correlation … but how could the contents of 

your caddy have become contaminated? 

 Hugo It seems clear to me it’s been a deliberate act. 

Jane Oh really, Hugo … But who would? ……. 

 (Jane stops short as Hugo seems to be staring at her intently) 

Jane Hey … You’re not suggesting that I ….. 

Hugo I wouldn’t suggest anything dear cousin ….. but you‘re here on almost a 

daily basis ….. and someone’s been filling up that sugar bowl fairly 

regularly, I’d say. 

Jane Don’t upset me Hugo. You can’t honestly accuse me of turning you into a 

dependent ridden wreck. That really is the limit: I tell you, I’m out of here. I 

don’t want anything further to do with this relaxed state of depravity that 

you’ve descended into. Look at you. It’s unhealthy enough for you to be 

hanging out in this historical slaughterhouse and then being carted away by a 

bunch of shrinks without you now turning against the one and only true 

friend that you’ve ever had. 

 (Jane quickly leaves, gently sobbing) 

Hugo Jane, Jane ….. Come back. 

 (Hugo is clearly upset by Jane’s reaction and departure. He holds his        

head in despair, gets up from the chair and walks to the far side of the room, 

muttering) 

Hugo (To himself and in despair) Oh God Jane, I’m sorry. 

 (Hugo now stands on the far stage right side) 

Hugo (To himself) What made me say that to her? 

 (Suddenly the door opens. It’s Bobby … who has a key. He’s carrying a 

plastic container in his hand. At first he doesn’t see Hugo or realise that he is 

at home. He starts to walk towards the kitchen and immediately spots Hugo 

who has not moved from his position) 

Bobby (Taken aback) Hugo! I didn’t see you there. 

Hugo I didn’t know you had a key. 

Bobby Yes, I had one made … erm …for emergencies. 



Hugo I presume from my master key? 

Bobby Obviously. 

Hugo No doubt lifted from me while I was consumed in a deliberately 

manufactured anaesthetised state.   

Bobby (Protesting) I don’t know what you mean. You lent me your key. You’re 

forgetting everything these days… and that’s down to … Well, I’m not 

accusing you taking supplements or anything … but it’s a free world. It’s not 

for me to judge you. 

Hugo Oh, is that what I’ve been doing? Anyway, I’m free from all that now… 

Though I’m experiencing horrible withdrawal symptoms…. Still, I’ve been 

hoping you might be able to supply an explanation for my condition; What 

do you think Bobby? 

Bobby You’re asking me? How should I know? 

Hugo All right …Let’s try another angle… What have you got in that container? 

Bobby This? …(Holding up the container) 

Hugo Yes. 

Bobby These …. These are some medical supplies I’ve just collected from the 

surgery. They’re nothing important. 

Hugo May I see your medical supplies? 

Bobby Look Hugo, I’ve had enough of this suspicion and questioning. You                 

know I’ve always got your best interests at heart. 

Hugo Bobby… You know I desperately want to believe you … so here … show 

me what’s in that container. 

Bobby (Tucking the container deep into his jacket pocket) No, I can’t do that Hugo. 

Hugo I’ll save you the bother then …. It’s sugar … isn’t it? or perhaps more 

accurately, sugar laced with a generous helping of Heroin …. Am I getting 

warm? 

 (Bobby simply stares back at Hugo) 

Hugo Why Bobby? ….Why have you done this to me? 



Bobby Hugo …Look …You’ve been going through some tough times. I know you 

resist most forms of medication. Sure, there is something in here; But it’s … 

it’s only a relaxant… That’s the honest truth. 

Hugo Oh yeah …A relaxant: A relaxant that makes me lose a whole day. A day 

when I was staying at your place. A day when you left me to come here. The 

day you let yourself in with my key. The day Lindsey was killed by a raving 

madman.  What the hell happened with you and Lindsey on that terrible 

day? (Now demanding) Tell me Bobby…. What happened? 

Bobby (Resigned) All right …All right Hugo … I admit, I haven’t been entirely 

straight with you. Yes, you deserve to know the truth. (Sighs) I did come 

here to see Lindsey. I’ve never really got over losing her: And seeing as  

you’d pushed off ….Well, I came here …  The truth is … I wanted her back. 

Hugo And you armed yourself with a knife? 

Bobby Don’t be silly Hugo … of course not. I’d never harm her. She meant 

everything to me. 

Hugo But you made a move on her… Didn’t you? She obviously rejected your 

advances … and it would seem you got pretty mad with her. 

Bobby Well, Yes…There’s a degree of accuracy there but only up to a point. I 

never killed Lindsey …. Believe me Hugo … but I was really upset. 

Hugo Upset? Her lack of compliance was no justification for you to be upset with 

Lindsey. 

Bobby  I disagree; Because when we were together, she made a solemn vow to me 

about us getting married. 

Hugo Bobby, why do you drag that up? That’s ancient history … and it’s not true 

anyway…  You were never engaged to her. 

 Bobby We were going to become engaged … Everyone knew that … and this was 

before you wheedled your way onto the scene… 

Hugo Bobby, we got married over four years ago. Why have you kept this fixation 

about Lindsey for so long? 

Bobby Why?… Because of that initial humiliating brush-off.  I knew I’d lost her. 

… but what I didn’t suspect was that it was my best mate who’d shoved his 

oar in; Charming the pants off my fiancée when my back was turned.  



Hugo Oh come on … It was never like that. But whatever happened in the past, 

you explain to me how in God’s name, did Lindsey end up dead in a pool of 

blood after your little visit? …. You killed her, didn’t you?. 

Bobby (Smiles and shakes his head. He says in mock cockney) Not me 

guv’ner…Oh no; Surely Hugo, don’t you remember? 

Hugo Don’t pull that one on me, Bobby. I wasn’t present during your dispute. 

Bobby I beg to differ… You witnessed a very bitter argument … over all those 

broken promises. 

Hugo You’re amazing; You’ve always convinced me, as well as the police that we 

were enjoying a convivial afternoon watching the racing on Channel Four 

that awful day. 

Bobby Only to protect you Hugo.  

Hugo Stop lying. You filled me up with Morphine … and deliberately set out to 

get Lindsey back … and when you couldn’t do that, she had to go, didn’t she 

Bobby? 

Bobby No Hugo; No you’re making one big mistake. 

Hugo You stabbed her to death because you couldn’t stand the thought of losing 

her a second time. That knife tore through poor Lindsey … that’s my wife 

eighteen times… Eighteen. What hate you had in you! And you’re a doctor. 

For God’s sake, you had the ability to kill her outright with just a single 

wound to the heart…Yet you went on … and on …and on … in a frenzied 

attack. What kind of man are you? 

Bobby You want to know? I’m just a man who loved a woman. Sure Hugo, I 

wanted her all to myself. When you moved out, I was ecstatic; My big 

opportunity to reclaim my rightful partner. Yes, I went to see her that 

Saturday because I wanted her back …. But guess what? …… I took you 

along with me. 

Hugo No, that’s an utter lie. I never came here; How the heck would I have got 

here …in the sedated state I must have been in? … and for what purpose? 

That’s utterly ridiculous. You’re just making it up as you go along. 

Bobby I’m sure that’s what you’d prefer to believe … Fair enough … but I’d given 

you a rather large dose of Morphine that morning. Strangely, you were still 



able to walk quite normally … and you slavishly followed every one of my 

instructions. 

Hugo Oh my God; You’re one screwed-up mental-case, Bobby.        

 Bobby Oh yeah; (He chuckles) Well that makes two of us then….I mean, you were 

totally off your head when you arrived here. 

Hugo Oh sure (doubtfully), If I was, I think you’d have to take the credit for that, 

Bobby: I’m a mental case all right…. Thanks to absently filling up with that 

poisonous crap you’ve been serving up for me from Day One ever since I’ve 

moved back here.  

Bobby  It has many therapeutic properties. 

Hugo Oh, I’m sure you’d know that Bobby …. Look mate, don’t prevaricate. I 

want to hear your confession. Just tell me how you did it, Bobby.  

Bobby I couldn’t kill Lindsey; I loved her.  

Hugo Ditto for me Bobby, I also loved Lindsey. 

Bobby Oh sure. (With sarcasm) You know, I would have crawled back to her …on 

my knees. I would have clung to her for life … But you, what did she really 

mean to you? As soon as you got the opportunity, off you went with that 

busty P.A. of yours. Lindsey didn’t deserve a deceitful rat like you. I told 

her. I made sure I told her what I’d seen … you with that floosy. 

Hugo So it was you who told Lindsey? 

Bobby You’d better believe it. Don’t you think she deserved to know what you 

were up to behind her back? How could she trust an adulterous bastard like 

you? Lindsey would’ve been so much better off with me … And I told her 

so.  I told her what she meant to me. I’d take care of her for ever … but she 

… she just laughed: Thought it was so funny …Said that I couldn’t compare 

to her beloved Hugo … the man who walked out of his marriage due to his 

weakness for his secret little scrubbers . I couldn’t bear to see her take you 

back again. I thought, ‘You’re not having her’.  

Hugo And that’s when you struck a knife into her. Why didn’t you kill me instead 

of her? 

Bobby But Hugo, that was exactly my intention …..No, not with a knife but gently; 

kind of slowly and gradually. But I could never have killed Lindsey … In 

fact, if you’re ready for the unerring truth … How about this then?  I didn’t 



kill Lindsey ……(Pause) …It was you …… You did it. You killed your 

wife. (He laughs)  

Hugo That’s absurd and despicable. I could never do that … not to Lindsey. Not a 

chance in Hell. I never had a single bad thought about her… ever. 

Bobby No, no … maybe not Hugo … but in your unbalanced state, you happily 

hacked away at that poor girl. I even tried to take the knife off you and that’s 

when you got stabbed. We battled it out down the stairs and I finally got the 

better of you just there (Pointing to the floor).  

Hugo You’re lying through your teeth. There’s only one thing true that’s come out 

of this belated cascade of data … and that’s that Lindsey’s murderer could 

only be one of two people … you or me … and I’m certain that it wasn’t me. 

But if you’re saying I killed Lindsey, you’re grasping at straws. Explain to 

me how could that possibly have come about? 

Bobby All right, I’ll tell you ….When you first arrived here, you were just slumped 

into that chair. So, I ventured upstairs alone… and Lindsey was there… 

beautiful as ever … I then started to reason with her …and in the course of 

this, yes … I admit I made certain moves towards her. Unfortunately, I got 

very little response; Indeed, she took a considerable objection to my actions 

…and with some force I might add. Then she started hitting me, throwing 

things at me … being quite aggressive. Then, out of nowhere, would you 

believe, who should appear at the top of the stairs? … Why, my staunch ally, 

my good old mate, Hugo …. Armed with a wicked looking bread knife. 

Hugo This is absurd 

Bobby Do you want me to go on? You plunged that knife into your wife time after 

time. The poor girl was screaming; Blood was spurting from her … but you 

wouldn’t stop … And you couldn’t stop … and I couldn’t stop you. Isn’t 

that an irony? 

Hugo That would never happen Bobby. You’re insane. 

Bobby Incorrect … Unlike you, I’ve a clear mind and know exactly what I’m 

doing. 

Hugo Causing me to become a helpless addict. Is that the actions of a rational 

man? 

Bobby All’s fair in love and war. 



Hugo No, it damn well isn’t. You set out to make me a slave to this graceless 

garbage.  

Bobby Ah, now this is the point; I wanted Lindsey to see the man you really are …. 

A washed up, dissolute has-been, unworthy of such an adorable creature:  A 

treacherous, false-hearted adulterer with neither principles nor morals. 

Hugo You’re sick Bobby; I know I’m no saint …. I’ll take that … but I’d 

remember if I hurt Lindsey in any way.  

Bobby (Sarcastically) Oh no, so you’ve forgotten everything, yet amazingly, 

suddenly you can be certain about one solitary factor during that day. 

Hugo I know one thing: You’re a dead duck Bobby. I’m calling the law. 

Bobby Well you’d better think very carefully over your next move Hugo, because 

you could very soon become a long-term resident in Broadmoor Prison. I 

rescued you once… but I won’t be able to pull that rabbit out of the hat a 

second time … Got it? 

Hugo No, I don’t believe any word of that. Let the police decide the matter. 

Bobby Hugo … That would be so stupid. 

Hugo Bobby, we’ve been friends for years … good friends. How could you allow 

these feelings of resentment build up into such hatred for me … and 

apparently, also hatred for Lindsey? 

Bobby It’s just … you took her… just because you damn well could…… You 

absolute bastard. 

Hugo Bobby … You’re twisted. 

Bobby  You couldn’t give a bleeding damn, could you? But I’ve been rejected twice 

by the person I loved.  

Hugo  Frankly, I don’t care how you feel. I’ll be on to the police this afternoon. 

Bobby O.K. so go ahead: Do what you have to do old man. Naturally, I shall deny 

every word and then it becomes your word against mine … And who do you 

think the police will believe …You a washed-up, drug-addicted, 

unemployable negligent hack or myself, a pillar of society and clean living? 

…You think about it Hugo. Think about it very carefully. Your liberty is on 

the line from this point onwards…. I’ll be seeing you old man. 



Hugo Just one thing Bobby; If I killed Lindsey, all my clothes would have been 

drenched in Lindsey’s blood …  and incredibly, I was not seen by a single 

witness! That isn’t in any way feasible. 

Bobby I’ll tell you: Initially, we walked …  all the way from my place to yours via 

Frensham Woods. Then, after your gut wrenching exhibition of brutal 

homicide, we waited until after dark and we returned by the same route. 

 Hugo So how did my blood find its way under Lindsey’s fingernails? 

Bobby (Sniggers) It’s pretty obvious to me, Hugo. 

Hugo I think you’d better go.                                                                                 

Bobby All right my friend … but don’t be too hard on me. As we speak,               

you’re a free man . I wouldn’t advise you to disturb the status quo…… Be 

seeing you matey… Ta-ta. 

 (Hugo does not respond. Bobby exits without further words. Hugo is left 

with his hands on his head in quiet, anguished contemplation)  

                 (Lights Dim) 

  The Next Day … 11-30 am. 

 (Hugo is sitting on the sofa awaiting a call from the Social Workers) 

Jenny (From outside … calls) Mr Charteris. 

Dawn Hugo … Are you there? 

Hugo (Shouts back) Just a minute. 

 (Hugo now opens the door to the two Social Workers) 

Hugo You’re a bit early … but I’m ready when you are. 

Jenny We’ll give you five minutes to collect your thoughts. 

Hugo Thank you. Do take a seat. 

 ( They all take a seat with Hugo on a chair facing the two women on the 

sofa) 

Dawn Well Hugo; How did it go yesterday? 

Hugo Unbelievable …Saw a lot of people. Had some extraordinary highs but alas, 

later, I also received the proverbial spoke in the wheel. 



Dawn That’s a shame … But do you feel anything like your old self? 

Hugo Very much so. Everything’s been looking really bright for a while. That’s 

until I had a visit from an old friend. 

Dawn He made you relapse again? 

Hugo Well yes … It seems he’s consumed by a belief that I should be incarcerated 

indefinitely. And that’s really hard to take considering how far back we go 

and taking into account he’s been fueling me with drugs that render me 

comatose …. 

Dawn You’ve been in contact with a dealer?                                                        

Hugo Oh yes, but at least I’m now free from his ball and chain concoctions.       

Dawn  Well, bravo to you … getting off drugs is certainly laudable. 

Hugo (Flippantly) Though, apparently, the down-side is …I could still be a 

frenzied murderer. 

Dawn (Humouring and Matching Hugo’s tone) I would say that’s a slightly more 

serious problem to tackle. 

Hugo (Still in repartee) Miss Lodge, that’s a trifle unfair as I’m perfectly harmless 

…. Just as long as you don’t get on the wrong side of me. 

 (The door-bell rings) 

Hugo Excuse me ladies. 

 (Hugo answers the door to Helen) 

Hugo Hello again! Come in. Any news for me, Helen? 

Helen Oh boy, have I got news for you. 

Hugo Sounds encouraging. Oh by the way, these good ladies are my captors. 

They’re from the council and they’re about to cart me back to my little 

padded-cell in Sutton. It’s free board and lodge with mind-games and 

engaging electric-shock treatment thrown in for good measure…..  Lucky 

me. 

Helen (To Dawn and Jennie) Hello you guys. Can you hold your horses for a 

minute, I need to tell Hugo something. 

Hugo You’ve got that sugar analysed? 



Helen Not yet … but Louise has told me she’s ninety nine per cent certain that 

Heroine is the substance that’s merged with the sugar. She’ll come back to 

me later on that. 

Hugo That’s most encouraging. 

Helen Yes, and I’ve come up with something else that I’m sure you’ll find even 

more fascinating…. Guess what, A while back, Sophie and I were looking at 

some of the police highway camera evidence and it came to us that all the 

CCTV road checks had revealed nothing … but Sophie floated the idea to 

them that a suspect could have left a property up at Frensham Woods and 

walked directly to this cottage through a two mile woodland area. 

Hugo I’m sure that’s right… But it’s only a possibility.                        

Helen Yes but… I don’t know if you’ll remember, but last year, after a few            

dodgy incidents involving male interlopers bothering lone females, due to a 

public demand, a lone camera was set up in the wood at the point that leads 

down here to Rectory Cottage. 

Hugo Really, now that is interesting. 

Helen Unofficially, I understand that they have now identified one member of the 

public making his way here at an extremely relevant time. 

Hugo Now I’m shaking. You said one person … not two? 

Helen There was only one lone male person that afternoon at the significant time. 

Hugo I’m praying it wasn’t me. 

Helen No Hugo …. It wasn’t you. It was your very good mate … the general 

practitioner. 

Hugo Oh my God, you’re a bloomin’star … and my grateful thanks to Sophie 

particularly. By the way, how is she now? 

Helen She’s fine now. You’ll find her still at her keyboard, typing out her copy. 

You did say we could have an exclusive. 

Hugo Of course… but it’s still not over. All this has done is shift the direction of 

suspicion. Though it’ll be obvious that Bobby was lying to the police from 

the off. 



Helen But I’m sure the Crown Prosecution Services should have enough to go on 

to prepare a case against your former buddy. Sophie also reckons that Bobby 

planted your blood under Lindsey’s fingernails. 

Hugo Yes, I bet you’re damn well right! He used to regularly insist on taking my 

PSA blood samples to the Pathology Department for me. It would have been 

so easy for him to access them…. Oh my God. 

Helen And the cut to your hand; We reckon this could have been caused by a 

scalpel. 

Hugo Yes the DCI told me from the ‘off’ it was too straight and didn’t appear to 

have been administered by Lindsey. 

Helen You must be pleased by the news. 

Hugo I’m more than pleased. It’s like a stone has been lifted from me. I now          

feel as though I’ve broken free from the chains that Bobby shackled to me. 

Jenny Erm … Excuse me interrupting but I think it’s time we should be             

going now Mr Charteris. 

Hugo Oh sorry …erm …Well, goodbye then. It was nice knowing you. 

Jenny I’m sure you’re joking. You are coming with us … aren’t you? 

Hugo I’m awfully sorry; I’m afraid I’ll have to lose you two ladies …  

Jenny Mr Charteris, I don’t think that would be wise. 

Hugo No, I’ve decided to abandon that voluntary agreement I made.  I’m sure my 

experience with your team has been interesting … but regrettably, fairly 

valueless. 

Dawn Come now Hugo. I’m sure we can be of exceptional value, aiding your  

recovery from unstable mental health problems. 

Helen But why did nobody detect that Hugo has been subjected to receiving 

involuntary measures of Morphine each week. That criminal offence has 

been the sole cause of his so-called mental condition: But he’s now free 

from all that … and he should be allowed a legal right to his independence. 

Dawn Well Hugo, if you’re sure you can manage your life safely on your own, 

we’ll agree to withdraw our services …. We’ve no legal justification for 

doing otherwise. So, I wish you good luck Hugo; I hope you have a happy 

and peaceful future.  



Jenny Yes, the same wishes from me as well. Good bye Mr Charteris and good 

luck. 

Hugo Thank you ladies … Bye then. 

 (The two social workers exit) 

Helen Yes, so it’s back to their ink blots and electric shocks. 

Hugo Don’t be so hard-hearted, Helen. 

Helen Hard-hearted Helen … That’s what they call me. So, how’s that addiction 

coming along, Hugo? 

Hugo I’m coping … but it’s like I’m going through the menopause … these hot 

and cold sweats … How do you ladies cope with it? But I’m down to three 

cups of tea a day. 

Helen Without sugar?                                                                                             

Hugo Definitely without sugar. 

Helen And what do you think of Doctor Robert Maynard now?                           

Hugo I’m not sure. How can you like and admire someone over such a long time 

… and then he does this to you? In an odd way I feel sorry for him. He put 

himself through so much unnecessary agony and he had so much to lose. 

Helen I don’t think I could be so generous about an incensed maniac. 

Hugo It’s just that I can’t understand the way he’d planned this out … I mean, to 

put me squarely in the frame and then immediately U-Turn by supplying me 

with an alibi. 

Helen Yeah, me and Sophie were talking about this. Our take on it is ….Yes, the 

original plan was for you to be charged with the crime. Bobby would have 

imagined that Police investigators would have ‘suspected that you were a 

hardened drug addict and that eventually, you’d have been sentenced on the 

welter of circumstantial evidence alone and then you’d have probably ended 

up in some mental institution, out of the way. 

Hugo Well, I could never have talked my way out of it ‘cos I wasn’t even sure that 

I hadn’t committed the crime myself. 

Helen Yeah but we reckon; Maybe Bobby saw the way things were going; The 

police didn’t buy his blood planted under the fingernails stitch-up and they 



couldn’t get a scrap of evidence to put you in this cottage at the right time. 

Time was dragging on without you being charged so I think Bobby was 

beginning to feel the heat … you know, so many enquiries were being made 

at his mansion at that time. 

Hugo So you reckon he came up with the bright idea of giving me an alibi which 

would also cover his whereabouts on the murder day? 

Helen Yes, that’s what we think anyway. 

Hugo There’s still some way to go on this. 

Helen Sure … but it least you now have a clear conscience about having no 

involvement in a horrible murder. 

Hugo You know, that is one huge relief for me. Thanks very much to you ladies. 

Helen It was our pleasure. I’ll have to shoot off now. No doubt you’ll soon be     

getting a call from DCI Rendell who’s handling the case. 

Hugo No doubt you’ll be calling here again soon. Anyway, thanks again Helen. 

Helen See you soon then. Bye Hugo.                                                                          

 (Helen exits) 

Hugo (Sits down in the chair with arms resting behind his head … He speaks to 

himself) Ah … Peace and quiet … and thankfully, peace of mind. 

 (Hugo’s isolation doesn’t last long as quite unexpectedly, Dorkin emerges 

from the kitchen door entrance. He shocks Hugo by creeping up on him and 

then speaking)) 

Dorkin Mr Charteris. 

Hugo What the ….! … Oh crikey, it’s you Dorkin. How did you get in? 

Dorkin I came in the back door. It wasn’t locked. You said to come round this 

morning. 

Hugo Oh yes, yes I did. Take a seat. 

Dorkin Oh I won’t be staying sir. I only wanted to know if, you know, you’ve ‘ad 

any problems with the spirits. 

Hugo No, I’m sure you’ve effectively evicted both the Ghost of nineteen thirty six 

and also that little bugger that’s been hanging around here since last year. 



Dorkin By the way sir, I noticed a lady outside. She was just waiting around out 

there. I don’t know if you know her. 

Hugo That’s intriguing. Wait a sec’, I’ll check her out. 

 (Hugo gets up and quickly goes to the front door… and looks out of the door  

to see Jane) 

Jane Oh Hugo. I wasn’t sure if you were still in. I didn’t like to ring the bell. 

Hugo Oh for God’s sake … Come in. (They briefly hug) I’m so sorry about 

yesterday. I do apologise; You know, I haven’t been myself lately. 

Jane I’m very aware of that … but good news travels fast. I’ve heard all the 

details from one of the Bournemouth Gazette girls. 

Hugo Yes, at last it’s confirmed, I’m a respectable citizen … perfectly                     

harmless  … and apparently, I didn’t murder my wife … How about that? 

Jane And it seems ‘Open and Shut’ on Bobby. 

Hugo It’ll mean justice for Lindsey and freedom for me. 

Jane Yes, and all this time, I’ve been blaming you for acting like a                    

deranged junkie… but I never knew you’d actually become a deranged 

junkie. 

Hugo But Hallelujah … I’ve seen the hollowness of my wicked ways … and it’s 

all down to this man. Isn’t that right, Dorkin? 

Dorkin Oh I wouldn’t go that far sir. 

Hugo I don’t know how you did it Dorkin. You turned up ‘out of the blue’ with a 

farrago of unrelated objects, a godawful funeral dirge and nothing but a 

conscientious natural desire to rid my house of its evil presence. 

Dorkin That’s my formula. It’s very popular sir … I do have my followers … I call 

them ‘my disciples’. 

Hugo I can imagine. 

Dorkin Yes sir, I’m sometimes known as the’ Lord of the Dance’. 

Hugo Perhaps we might see you on Strictly any time soon. 

Dorkin No, I’m fully booked for the duration … but if you need me again, I’ll be 

straight round. If there’s a cure, you know I’ll always find one. 



Hugo   You certainly uncovered my hidden drugs problems quite admirably … 

And best of all, it’s given both me, my friends and my family complete 

closure to the most dreadful episode of bloodshed in the history of this 

house.  

Dorkin Well, my mission here’s done. I wish you well in this (he looks around) now 

happy home, Mr Charteris … Now, if you don’t mind, I’d better be making 

my way. 

Hugo Thank you again Dorkin …By the way, are you local at all? 

Dorkin Oh, just up there, sir. (He points vaguely skywards) 

Hugo  You just para-glided down upon us, eh? Well, Good luck mate … and 

goodbye. 

Dorkin If you need me again just check my card. Keep strong sir.                         

 (Dorkin exits) 

Jane What a strange guy. Where did you find him? 

Hugo I have no idea. The guy simply turned up out of nowhere. 

Jane Was he expensive?                                                                                      

Hugo Not at all; In fact he insisted on ‘no charge’. 

Jane Unbelievable … in this day and age. 

Hugo I will settle with him though. I’ve got his details on a card he gave me. 

Jane I wonder where he comes from. If you don’t mind me saying, he looks a 

little weird to me. 

 (Hugo fishes out the card from his pocket) 

Hugo Ah, here it is … Let’s see (Turning over the card both ways) I don’t get this 

….. There’s nothing on it … but there was! … It was printed! …I saw it! … 

What the Hell. 

Jane I thought he looked like a mystery man. He seems to have the ability of 

removing ink as well as removing ghosts. 

 (Hugo and Jane look awe-struck at each other) 

Hugo You don’t think he …….. 



Jane Oh no … That would be…… 

Hugo But what kind of man arrives to help even when he hasn’t been called? And 

then works entirely free of charge? 

Jane  And when asked where he lived, says (Pointing upwards)’ Just up there’?  

Hugo  He also said to me, ‘The only guide to a man is his conscience’ . 

 Jane And didn’t he say he was known as ‘The Lord of the Dance’? 

Hugo Yes, and I can also recall him saying, ‘You’ve got to believe in the Holy 

Spirit’ ...And then he added, ‘And you must believe in me’. 

Jane And Oh my God, didn’t he also say he had his disciples! 

 (Jane and Hugo again look aghast at each other)  

Jane No. 

Hugo It couldn’t be ….. Could it?. 

 (Both Jane and Hugo face towards the audience with their hands held in 

prayer-like manner. They fall to their knees. Music cascades…. Halleluiah 

Chorus from Handel’s Messiah                       

                                                      (Lights Dim) 

  The End 
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Possible music to supplement exorcism scenes; 

O Verona (World in Action) Craig Armstrong 

Night of the wolf by Nox Arcana 

Fire on Hire ….by ELO (Immediate beginning … and one minute in) 

Characters: 

Hugo Charteris 

Jane Fellowes 

Connie Summerfield 

Doctor Bobby Maynard 

Joe 

Reet   (Rita … Female) 

Dorkin Elsworth 

Dawn Lodge 

Jenny Teasdale 

Helen Lee 

Sophie Kidd 

Lindsey Charteris 

(Eight Female roles/4 Male roles).  
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                                      Plays written to date 



                                      Women’s roles     Men’s roles           Pages 

The Dating Agency  8   2   82 

Promise Not To Tell  4   2        60 

Eternal Flame   10   4   81 

Toys in the Attic     6   3   46 

Home Win            5   3   37 

Musical Chairs   8   3   73 
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 Breaking of Dawn  7   6   85  
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Show Stopper                        7                            4                            69 

Shooting Star   3   1   30 

Turned up Missing  6   4   85 

Inside Information  2   2   53 

Coffee    2   2   27 



Haunted House                      8                           4                            73 

Promise not to tell …… There is a shorter one act version of this play which has 3 

female roles and 2 male roles & Re-titled We’ll Meet Again. 

Show Stopper was also submitted to a competition as a one act with one male and 3 

female roles. (and re-titled Shooting Star) 
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